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The decays of charmed: mesons into two* body- nonleptonic final

states are investigated. Weak interaction amplitudes; of interest in

these decays are extracted from lattice four-point correlation functions

using an effective weak Hamiltonian including effects to order Gj in

the weak interactions yet containing effects to all orders; in the strong;

interactions.

The lattice calculation allows a quantitative examination of non-

spectator processes in charm decani iielping to elucidate the role of

effects such as color coherence, final state interactions and the impor-

tance of the so called weak annihilation process. For D —+ A'x, we find

that the non-spectator weak annihilation diagram is not small, and we

interpret this as evidence for large final state interactions. Moreover,
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there is indications of a resonance in the isospin */> channel to which

the weak annihilation process contributes exclusively.

Findings from the lattice calculation are compared to expectations

of continuum methodology. Amplitudes are compered to results from

the continuum vacuum saturation approximation and amplitudes are

examined within the framework of the VN expansion.

Factorization and the vacuum saturation approximation are tested

for lattice amplitudes by comparing amplitudes extracted from lattice

four-point functions with the same amplitude extracted from products

of two-point and three-point lattice correlation functions arising out

of factorization and vacuum saturation.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction

The development of a theoretical understanding of charm decays began in the

1970's with the the spectator model1"2.

The inadequacy of this model quickly became apparent once sufficient data on

D decays became available. For example, the ratio of D+ to D° lifetimes is3

whereas this ratio is predicted to be approximately one in the spectator model.

The failure of the simple spectator model for the D system focused the attention

of the physics community upon the importance of QCD effects in D decays.

Steady progress has been made in understanding both theoretical and phe-

nomenological aspects of charm decays4"10. Despite this progress, a clear un-

derstanding of charm decays is still hampered by the difficulty of perfonning the

necessary nonperturbative calculations.

Meanwhile, an impressive body of experimental data accumulated over the past

decade11 allows ever more precise tests of theoretical models.

In this exploratory study we propose to employ charm decays as a testing

ground where we hope to develop the necessary lattice techniques to allow a first

principles calculation of the required matrix elements. Such a calculation would

serve as a crucial check of our theoretical understanding of charm decays. An

understanding of the underlying nonperturbative QCD effects in charm decays,

although valuable in itself, also forms the first step in understanding similar effects

in B decays. There such effects are expected to have important repercussions for

CP violation searches12"13.



Semileptonic decay rates indicate the importance of studying nonleptonic de-

cays. The inclusive semileptonic rates for I?+ and D° are predicted to be approx-

imately equal

T (D+ -*c+X)=T (D° -+e+X) + order (sin2 6C) (1.2)

which follows from isospin invariance and the Cabibbo allowed decay process:
v

However, experimental measurements* of the inclusive branching fractions yield

b.f. (D+ — e+ X) = 19.2 +*'J%
1 } -1-1 (1.3)

b.f. (DQ -* e+ X) = r 7.7 ± 1.2%

The difference in the branching fractions directs attention to the nonleptonic chan-

nels.

Current lattice techniques for calculating weak matrix elements limit our study

to exclusive two body final state decay modes. A study of two body decay modes

should still allow us to determine the relative importance of such proposed phe-

nomena as weak annihilation, Pauli interference, color coherence, and final state

interactions in D decays.

As in example, we note that experiment indicates for D° —* K~ TT+ and D+ —*

K° T+ decay amplitudes3:

= 1-S3 _E (1.4)



At the valence quark level, one possible contribution to both the D° and

amplitudes comes through the spectator process. The charm quark decays into

a strange quark and a W boson which subsequently decays into an up and down

quark. The light up or down valence quark of the D meson acts as a spectator

during the charm decay. The final state quarks then hadronize as shown:

u. d

In the spectator model this process is assumed to dominate decays liks those in

Eq. (1.4). The experimental value of this ratio indicates that processes neglected

in the spectator model are important. There are additional contributions at the

Cabibbo allowed level to each of the channels considered in Eq. (1.4). The total

amplitude for each channel will then be the sum of the spectator amplitude plus

the amplitude(s) for any additional process(es).

For the D+ —* K® ff+ channel there is a second spectator-type process in which

the two down quarks in the final state of the spectator process above are inter-

changed:

d

The interchange of these two fermions might result in destructive interference

between this amplitude and the spectator amplitude. The amplitude for D+ —*



A*°ir+ would then be reduced by this so called Pauli interference. Note that such

a reduction in the D + amplitude may explain why the ratio in Eq. (1.4) is greater

than one9.

The W boson does not carry color quantum numbers and the final state mesons

must be color singlets. Therefore, if QCD corrections are neglected, this second

"color suppressed" spectator process is reduced in magnitude by a factor of xJz

relative to the spectator process. The amplitude of the second process can then

only partially cancel the spectator amplitude. With QCD corrections, the degree

of color suppression will be altered due to the exchange of color between valence

quarks via gluons.

On the lattice, one hopes to calculate the amplitudes of the processes analogous

to the spectator and the color suppressed spectator. It would then be possible

to measure the degree of color suppression and make comparisons to both the

factor of tyi found above by simple color counting and, more importantly, to more

sophisticated models that attempt to include the QCD corrections.

The additional process contributing to the Dn —* K~ ir+ channel is the non-

spectator "weak annihilation" process in which the W boson is exchanged between

the charm and up valence quarks of the D°:

This process occurs for Cabibbo allowed D° decays but not for Cabibbo al-

lowed D+ decays. If the weak annihilation amplitude adds constructively with



the spectator process amplitude, it could potentially be part of the explanation

of the observed value for the ratio in Eq. (1.4).

The role of the "weak annihilation" process in D decays is a topic of continuing

theoretical interest. Note that the creation of the u u pair from the "vacuum"

is likely to be due to gluon emission which indicates the crucial nature of QCD

corrections in this process. These QCD corrections may effectively overcome the

helicity suppression at the W vertex caused by the relatively small value of the

spectator mass and the vector nature of the weak current8. A large amplitude for

the weak annihilation process may further suggest larger than expected resonance

effects in decay channels into which the weak annihilation process can contribute.

An important goal of this study of nonleptonic decays is to examine the role of

the weak annihilation process. In the lattice computation, the manifest inclusion

of nonperturbative effects that may be crucial to weak annihilation, and which

are otherwise difficult to estimate, is an exciting prospect.

QCD effects also appear in nonleptonic D decays in the form of large final state

interactions.

Consider the D —» KTT decay modes:

The amplitudes for these decays can be written in terms of Au2 and Ay2 that are

the amplitudes to decay into final states of definite isospin 1/2 and 3/2 respectively.

A (Z>° -» K- *+) = yJlA3/2 + yj\Ay2 (1.5a)

A (D° -» K° *°) = y | ^ / 2 - ^ 1 ^ 2 (1.56)

A {D+ ̂  A'0 TT+) = v^.43/2 (1.5c)



These decay amplitudes then must satisfy the isospin sum rule

-> K~ *+) + y/2A (D° - K° *°) =A(D+-* K° TT+) (1.6)

An analysis of the experimental data14 indicates these data are best fit with a

relatively large nontrivial phase difference between the Ay2 and ^3/2 amplitudes

^ - ^ = (77 ±11)° (1.7)

with magnitude

—r^\ = 3.67 ± .27 (1.8)
l>*3/2i

where Ay2 = |-4i/2l
e lfi and AZ = lA^k 3/

The amplitudes Ay2 and -43/2 calculated on the lattice are Euclidean and there-

fore they are relatively real. Final state interactions on the lattice then do not

appear as complex phases multiplying the weak interaction matrix elements as

they do in Minkowski space. Understanding how final state interactions are man-

ifested on the lattice is crucial to the interpretation of the lattice results.



Chapter 2.
Lattice Fundamentals

2.1. Continuum Lagrangian

This chapter is a brief introduction to Lattice Gauge Theory. It is a guide to

the notational conventions used for QCD on the lattice. For brevity, the rigorous

derivations have bet -1 \ept to a minimum. Discussions of lattice gauge theories

are fouad in several references15"18.

The QCD Lagrangian density is given by

£ = * [ ? j p - m o ] * - - T r ( G ' " ' G ^ ) (2.1.1)

Matrix notation is used so that color indices are suppressed and \&(x) represents

a vector in both flavor space and color space. The covariant derivative is taken to

be

(2.1.2)

where go is the bare QCD coupling constant. The gluon field tensor then becomes

<?„„ = d»Av - dvA» + igo [Ap, Au] (2.1.3)

The Yang-Mills fields are compactly written

A? = Al\a (2.1.4)



in matrix notation where Aa represents the generators of the 517(3) color group.

The generators are normalized so that

Tr (A°A*) = ^6ab. (2.1.5)

The Lagrangian density Eq. (2.1.1) is gauge invariant under local gauge trans-

formations g(x) € SU(3) of the form

) (2.1.6a)

$(x)-*rj>(x)g-l(x) (2.1.66)

All(x)->g(x) Ap(x)g-1 (x) - J-(d,g(x))g~x(x) (2.1.6c)
*9o

2.2. The Lattice Gauge Action

Start with a discrete hypercubical lattice of space-time points with finite volume

and Euclidean metric. The minimum spacing between space-time points on this

lattice is the lattice spacing a.

Fourier analysis shows that a dynamical theory denned on such a lattice with

periodic boundary conditions has both an infrared and an ultraviolet cutoff. On a

lattice of spatial volume (ana)
3, three-momenta are discrete taking possible values

p = — (nj,n2 ,n3) (2.2.1)
ans

where —ns/o < n, < n*/2 for even ns. The finite number of possible momenta

values acts as an infrared cutoff. The individual components of the momenta are

bounded by n/a- The lattice then provides a regulator for any field theory defined

upon it.



In lattice QCD we define a theory that has as its limit the theory described in

section 2.1 when both the lattice spacing a is taken to zero and the volume of the

lattice (ana)
3 is taken to infinity in a prescribed way.

A fundamental symmetry of QCD is the local gauge symmetry described by

Eqs. (2.1.6). An essential requirement of lattice QCD is that this local gauge

symmetry be manifestly preserved. In the continuum theory the path ordered

quantity

* (y) P.O. exp ( -igo / d*zAp (z) 1 * (ar) (2.2.2)
\ Jx J

is gauge invariant. The gauge fields can be given the geometric interpretation

defining the parallel transport of matter fields.

Recall that in general relativity the notion of parallel transport around a closed

path measures the local curvature and thus the local gravitational field. Extending

this concept to QCD, consider path ordered products of color fields around a closed

path.

Represent the gauge fields by link matrices U^x) € SU(Z) defined through

„„, . . , * * *M*) _> eiagoA,,ix) (2.2.3)

where the fundamental representation of 517(3) is used and where the direction

vectors p. have length |/i| = a. Under a local gauge transformation Q, the link

matrices transform as

Q : Up (x) -> Ul (x) = V (x) U* (x) F+ (x + ft) (2.2.4)

Consider the trace of a path ordered product PQ of link matrices around a

plaquette (the smallest planar closed path defined on the lattice). For example,



starting from site x and going first in direction £ and then in direction v and

finally closing the square path

PQ = Tr (tfM (x) Uv (x + £) Ul (x + i>) (7+ (x)) (2.2.5)

the product of link matrices is given the pictorial interpretation:

V

U,(x)

The lattice sites at the corners of the plaquette are labeled by their spacetime

coordinates and the directed line segments represent the corresponding link ma-

trices. The quantity PQ is gauge invariant as can be verified by performing a

gauge transformation as in Eq. (2.2.4).

With these definitions a possible choice for the action is the Wilson Gauge

action19

ON f 1 1
(2.2.6)5 =2Nc

9o

where the sum is over all plaquettes and Nc is the number of colors (Nc = 3 for

QCD). This action is locally gauge invariant. In naive continuum limit (a —»• 0)

this action contains the pure gauge term of Eq. (2.1.1). The 0 value is defined by

0 = ^ r (2.2.7)

for SU(NC).

10



2.3. The Continuum Limit

Consider a dimensionful quantity such as the mass m of the lowest lying exci-

tation of this theory. Define the correlation length £ measured in lattice units

am

As we approach the continuum limit a -+ 0 suppose the mass m approaches

a finite nonzero physical value. The correlation length must then diverge. In

the language of statistical mechanics this behavior is indicative of a second order

phase transition. A continuum field theory can then be recovered from the discrete

lattice field theory at such a second order phase transition.

Renormalization group studies relate the lattice spacing to the value of /3 for

As /? —* oo the lattice spacing goes to zero. Then, the behavior of the correlation

length

f-i^e-^o (2.3.2)

indicates an essential singularity at go = 0 and thus the necessary second order

behavior to define a continuum limit.

Numerical simulations must of necessity be performed at finite lattice spacing.

For /? near enough to the critical point the scaling relation Eq. (2.3.1) is used

to set the scale Alait. Measured quantities on the lattice are dimensionless since

they are measured in lattice units. Thus, for the string tension parameter a in

the infinitely heavy quark-quark potential one numerically determines c?a on the

lattice. Studying the behavior of this quantity as a function of /? according to

11



O 4 _

5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

Figure 2.3.1: Graph of a"1 as a function of /3 obtained from the
scaling relation Eq. (2.3.1). The values shown assume that the scaling
relation is valid over the region shown and a value of a"1 = 2.0GeV
at /3 = 6.0 (marked point) as estimated from string tension measure-
ments.

Eq. (2.3.1) allows the quantity &/A.fat to be numerically determined within the

"scaling window" for a fixed lattice size. From this ratio and the dimension-

ful value of the string tension derived from experiment, the lattice spacing as a

function of 0 and A can be set.

Figure 2.3.1 shows the expected scaling behavior of the inverse lattice spacing

a"1 versus /?. The scale was set by the nominal value a"1 = 2.0 GeV at /? = 6.0.

This value is consistent with string tension measurements.

12



2.4. Euclidean Dirac Matrices

Minkowslri space Dirac matrices (Bjorken and Drell20 convention) are trans-

formed to the Euclidean space matrices as follows:

7° - • 7* 7J' -* il1 75 — 7S (2.4.1,;

The.' Euclidean gamma matrices then have the properties:

2.5. Wilson Fermion Action

The lattice fermion action can be written as a bilinear in the fermion field

variables $ and *

Sf = ]T *(r)Q-1 (zTirrm9tv) (2:5.1)

where the stuns over x and y represent not only sums over the coordinates but

spin and color degrees of freedom as well. The quantity Q~l is the inverse quark

propagator.

Discretizing the fermion action in Eq. (2.1.1) by replacing the covariant deriva-

tive with the finite difference

(2.5-2)

Leads co the naive fermion action. The naive fennion action suffers from the

so called fermion doubling problem. In d spacetime dimensions, 2d degenerate

13



fermion species appear. Pairs of opposite chirality appear so as to exactly cancel

the axial anomaly21.

The mass degeneracy among naive fermion. species may be lifted by adding an

irrelevant operator (an operator that vanishes in the continuum limit) to the naive

action. The Wilson action22 results from the addition of a second difference term

~ ̂  *{x - A ) i (2-5-3)
to the discrete version of Eq. (2.1.1). The arbitrary parameter r is set to one in

the work reported, in this dissertation.

The inverse quark propagator then becomes

(2.5.4)

for Wilson fermions. The hopping constant K is related to the bare quark mass

by

K ~ —— . (2.5.5)

The fermi fields in the expression above are made dimensionless by the rescaling

(2.5.6)

in order to simplify the lattice expression.

For completeness, note that from the form of the gauge invariant bilinear

)# ( r ) (2.5.7)

the matter fields transform as follows under the gauge transformation in Eq. (2.2.4)

Q : * (x) - *' (x) = V (x) * (x) (2.5.8)
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and

g : ¥ (x) -+ #' (x) = ¥ (x) V* (x) (2.5.9)

2.6. Discrete Symmetries of Quark Propagators

Quark propagators on the lattice can be shown to satisfy several identities

based on their transformation properties under the discrete symmetries C (charge

conjugation), P (parity), T (euclideaa time reversal), and Hermiticity23.

These properties of the quark propagators are used to relate correlation func-

tions in a fixed background gauge field to the correlation function in a fixed back-

ground field related to the original gauge field by one of the symmetries above.

2.6.1. Hermit icity

The identity

Q-l(**y;U) = -t*Q-l*(y**;U}is (2.6.1)

is shown to hold for the inverse quark propagator on the lattice by comparison of

the explicit expressions following from Eq. (2.5.4) for the left and right hand sides

of the identity. The quark propagator satisfies

I(r,y;W) = *,,, (2.6.2)

where in this notation the sum over coordinates z includes summation over re-

peated (suppressed) spin and color indices. Take the Hennitian conjugate of

Eq. (2.6.2). Multiply on the left and right by 7s , insert a factor of 7575 = 1 then

use Eq. (2.6.1) to find

l 5 f ( x , = - M ) ' f 5 = *,,: (2.6.3)
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Then, it follows that

5 t 5 (2.6.4)

which is the identity obeyed by the quark propagator. Henniticity relates the

quark propagator from i to : to the quark propagator from z to x.

2.6.2. Charge Conjugation

Define the charge conjugation matrix C = f*f2. Matter and gauge fields have

the transformation properties

C: iy{x)~*C^ {x) (2.6.5a)

$ (x) -> -4? (x) C~l (2.6.56)

Un(x)->U;(x) (2.6.5c)

under charge conjugation. Take the charge conjugated gauge variables to be

= U*. Then, the inverse quark propagator satisfies the identity

qrl(z,y;U) = CQ~l (yTx-tU°)C-1 (2.6.6)

which can be verified given the explicit expression Eq. (2.5.4) for the inverse quark

propagator Q"1. It then follows from Eq. (2.6.2) that

Q(x,y;U) = CQ r(y,x;Wc)C~ I (2.6.7)

is an identity for quark propagators.
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2.6.3. Parity

The transformation rules of the fields under parity are:

V: 0(x)-»7V(*P) (2.6.8a)

V5(x ) -^ (x / V (2.6.86)

UJ{x)-,U}{xp-3) (2.6.8c)

(x) -* U4 (x
p) (2.6.8J)

Where xp = (r, —x) for x = (*, x). Take Up to be the configuration found by

parity transforming the individual gauge variables as described above. Then,

Q"1 (x,y;U) = T'Q"1 (xp,yp;Up)7
4 (2.6.9)

and again Eq. (2.6.2) is used to show

ty;U)=^Q(xp,yPMP)l* (2.6.10)

for quark propagators.

2.6.4. Time Inversion

Define the matrix T — "f**t°. Then, for Euclidean time inversion

T: ^(x)^7V(x r ) (2.6.11a)

0(x)-0(xr)T-1 (2.6.116)

UJ(X)^UJ{XT) (2.6.11c)

LU(x)-*Ul(xT -fi) (2.



where xT = (—t,x). Define UT to be the configuration resulting from the applica-

tion of the transformation rules above for link gauge variables. Then, by similar

arguments to those used in the previous sections, the identity

Q(x,y;W) = TQ(zT,yT;WT)T-1 (2.6.12)

is found to hold for the quark propagators.

2.7. Expectation Values

The Euclidean generating functional of quantum field theory is

where AT is a normalization factor and f} and TJ are anticommuting c-number

sources. The quantity Z[0,0] has a clear analogy to the partition function of

statistical mechanics. In the quantum theory the exponential Boltzmann weight

factor arises from the quantum mechax;cal action. This analogy to a thermal

system allows Monte Carlo methods to be exploited in numerical lattice QCD

calculations.

The form of the fermion action Eq. (2.5.1) allows the integrations over the

fermion degrees of freedom to be performed with the result

det (Q"1 (U)) e^<r 5 * (2.7.2)

Fennionic operator O{tl;{x\),..., t£(zn), v{y\ ) • • • - , ^(j/n)) has the expectation

value (O|0jO) formally denned by

n)'^(yi)' ^(Vn)/ jj-0

"=° (2.7.3)
_ /PC f wick (Q) det (Q-1 (K)) e-s^

/DD'det(Q"1
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where the variational derivative has been suitably defined over Grassmann vari-

ables. Note the analogy of the quantum expectation value above to a weighted

statistical average.

The non-local nature of the fermion determinant det(Q~1(2/)) significantly in-

creases the numerical effort in any numerical simulation. In the quenched approx-

imation this determinant is neglected by setting it identically equal to one. This

has the effect of neglecting fermion loops.

In many areas of hadronic physics neglecting fermion loops appears to have

a minimal impact on the physics described and to first approximation it can be

compensated for by a finite renonnalization of the effective coupling constant.

The quenched approximation was used in all numerical simulations reported in

this dissertation.
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Chapter 3.
Weak Interaction Fundamentals

3.1. Motivation

Our goal is to compute S matrix elements of the form {f\S — l|i) where the

initial state \i) and the final state {/| consist of hadrons and the interaction term

involves the interplay of the weak and strong interactions as described by the

Standard Model of particle physics. A first principles calculation of such a matrix

element is extremely difficult since the experimentally accessible initial and final

states are QCD bound states involving QCD effects on energy scales of the order

of AQCD and these effects are by nature non-perturbative.

While low energy QCD effects demand a non-perturbative calculation, effects

at and above the energy scale of the W boson can be treated perturbatively due to

asymptotic freedom in QCD. The Operator Product Expansion is used to unravel

effects on the two very different energy scales \i ss AQCD and V- * mw and write

weak matrix elements in terms of an effective weak Hamiltonian with the W

boson eliminated as a dynamical field. The effective Hamiltonian is formulated

in terms of composite operators built from quark field operators. This effective

weak Hamiltonian takes the form

The Ci(/i)'s, contain the details of the short distance physics, calculated perturba-

tively in QCD and then "improved" using the Renormalization Group Equation.
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Matrix elements of the effective operators carry information about the long dis-

tance physics. This separation of short distance and long distance effects, while of

great utility, is not the whole story. One still needs a method to calculate matrix

elements of the effective operators. It is in these matrix elements where non-

perturbative effects are most strongly felt. In both continuum theories and lattice

theory the task is then to evaluate matrix elements of these effective operators.

Lattice QCD is the ideal framework with which to calculate these matrix elements

since it manifestly includes effects to all orders in the QCD coupling constant.

The following sections outline the general formalism of effective weak operators

in both the continuum and on the lattice. This overview follows the development

given in previous works24"27'23.

3.2. The Continuum Effective weak Hamiltonian

In the Standard Model the W boson couples to the three families of quarks via

a charged current of the V — A form given by

(3.2.1)

where gw is the weak coupling constant and where VKM is the Kobayashi-Maskawa

(KM) matrix. The elements of the unitary matrix VRM are denoted by

vttd vus vub\
Vcd VC3 Vcb . (3.2.2)
Vtd Vu Vth)

These elements are not determined from within the Standard Model. They can

be parameterized by three real angles and one complex phase which are presum-

ably determined by currently unknown physics external to the Standard Model.
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Coupling the W boson to the current in Eq. (3.2.1) leads to the interaction

Lagrangian term

This is then the starting point for a perturbative expansion in powers of gw since

for an energy scale characteristic of the momentum transfer in a hadronic ma-

trix element, the W boson is highly virtual and 9w/M%, forms a small expansion

parameter.

To lowest order, a hadronic matrix element involves the exchange of one virtual

W boson. The S Matrix element for such a process is

Afi (2TT)4 6* {pf ~Pi) = J ***V D (*J mw) {f\TJ* (y + */2) J , (y - -(2) |t)

(3.2.4)

where the W propagator in position space

- . , ; m.) - / ^ ^ f ^ - ««—> (3.2.5)

is written in Feynman-'t Hooft gauge.

Since the W boson mass is so much greater than the momentum transfer typical

of the amplitude, the distance x in Eq. (3.2.4) over which the W boson propagates

is small relative to a length scale typical of the hadrons. The point to point

interaction mediated by the W boson will appear, to a first approximation, to be

a local interaction.

The Operator Product Expansion

y+rt) My-*/*))—t'E.M^frgifVOitori (3.2.6)
1

can then be used to remove the dvnamics of the W boson.
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The Operator Product Expansion replaces time-ordered product of the two

charged currents by a sum over a series of local operators. The singular nature of

the time-ordered product as x —• 0 is now contained in the c-number coefficients

fi. The operators Oi are composite local operators renormalized to scale \i.

Substituting Eq. (3.2.6) into Eq. (3.2.4) and doing the integrals yields

(3-2.7)

The constants C{ represent the result of doing the integral over x in Eq. (3.2.4).

Dimensional analysis has been used to make the coefficients c, dimensionless by

factoring out the proper number of powers of mw. Here di represents the engi-

neering dimension of operator C?,.

In Eq. (3.2.7) one sees the separation of the short distance physics contained

in the c,'s from the long range physics contained in the matrix elements of the

effective operators O{.

Since Eq. (3.2.6) is an operator relation, the coefficients c, can be evaluated

between any convenient initial and final states. The short distance behavior of

these coefficients are of concern and it is on short distance scales where pertur-

bation theory can be applied to QCD. One then takes unbound quarks as initial

and final states and treats QCD perturbatively. In charm decays one is interested

in amplitudes that on the quark level contain the process c -> sud. In figure

3.2.1 is the tree level diagram along with one gluon loop diagrams contributing

the coefficients c, entering in equation 3.2.7.

Although only order g2 contributions to the Wilson coefficients are included so

far, there is no theoretical barrier to extending the calculation to higher orders in
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+ > - •< + perms.

Figure 3.2.1: 1 + arder(g2) contributions to c —• sud.

Schematically, contributions of the diagrams in Fig. 3.2.1 yield

,2

, 4 (c -»sud) ——»-^jV^Kd {[1 + 0 (fir2 (/x))] O\aTe + O(g

(3.2.8)

where

= %*^(X _ 75 )ca fl*y,(1 _ 75 ) d6 (3.2.9a)

Ob
2

are = s a
7"(l - 7

5)d° u S " ( l - 75)c6. (3.2.96)

Operator Oi is the four-fennion (dimension 6) operator of the (V* — A11) ®

(V1 — A11) form one would expect by naively shrinking the W boson propagator

down to a point. QCD corrections have caused O\ to mix with a new operator Oz.

Examining the explicit color indices (a, b) in Eq. (3.2.9) one sees that operator O2

is not simply the Fierz rearrangement of O\ since both O\ and O2 are diagonal

in color and the Fierz rearrangement would mix color indices. Operators O\

and Oi individually are not multiplicatively renormalizable. However, the linear

combinations

°±Te = \ [O\are ± 02are] (3.2.10)

are multiplicatively renormalizable. Thus,

O±(0;ii) = Z± (A/^o) OhiTe (0) (3.2.11)
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±ASi = 0 (3.2.13)

where the renormalization constants Z± depend on the cutoff introduced in the

calculation of the diagrams of Fig. 3.2.1.

Examining Eq. (3.2.8) it is possible to extract the leading order expressions for

c±

c±(mw/fi « l,9(mw)) - &Vc*sVud [1 + 0 {g2^))]. (3.2.12)

These coefficients are found to obey the Renormalization Group Equation.

Note that the invariant amplitude Eq. (3.2.7) must be independent of the scale fi.

Thus,

and then it can be shown that

-^ +7±(S)] <* ( m " /^M) = 0 (3.2.14)

where 0(g) is the QCD beta function and y± are the anomalous dimensions of

operators O±.

The coefficients in Eq. (3.2.7) have potentially troublesome factors of the form

log(mw//x) arising in order g2 and higher terms. As one goes from fi ss mw

towards smaller p., the higher order terms can become important. Using the

Renormalization Group Equation (RGE) it is possible to evolve the coefficients

from an energy scale \i ss mw down to a lower energy scale. This is possible

because the solution of Eq. (3.2.14) involves a summation of these logarithmic

terms to all orders.

The anomalous dimensions of operators O± are defined by

x^logZ± (3.2.15)
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where Z± are the operator renormalization coefficients in Eq. (3.2.11).

The function &(g) to two loop order is given by

(3-2-16)

where the running coupling constant squared g2 is given by

167T2 &iloglog(/*2/A2)
1 A— r L + ... (3.2.17)

The coefficients bo and 6i are

(3.2.18a)

(3.2.18.)

where Nc is the number of colors for a SU(NC) type gauge symmetry and Nf is

the number of effective flavors of quarks. For continuum QCD, Nc = 3 and below

the b quark mass Nf = 4. Although the beta function is given here to two loop

order, since we are working to one loop order in Fig. 3.2.1, only the one loop term

of the beta function will be used in Eq. (3.2.14).

The RGE has the solution

(3.2.19)

which can be verified by inserting this equation into Eq. (3.2.14). The lower limit

of the integral is selected to be \i « mc « 1.5GeV thereby setting the energy scale

to be appropriate to charm decays.
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MGeV)
80.6

40.0

10.0

5.0

1.6

1.5

1.4

C+(M)

: 1

I .974(~ J)

.877(;}2
T)

.794(^25/

1

1.054(1 J)

i.i99(i2;)

1.301(1 g)
1.565(lrg)

1.587(+lg)

Table 3.2.1: Values of the Wilson Coefficients as; a function of the
energy scale fi. These values are for Nc = 3! and Nf — 4.. The range:
of each value reflects tho possible range of A^-; = .2Q®1ISjG'eV.

The anomalous dimensions to one loop order of operators O± are found to be

(3.2.20a);7+ = - 4

7 " ~ 816x*

Redefining c± so that c±(/x « mw) = 1 by removing an overall: common factor

and using Eq.. (3.2.19),

" (3.2.21a)

(3.2.21&)
8/&0,

Table 3.2.1 shows numerical values for c± as they are evolved from JX = mw

down to p. a: mc. The values shown correspond to Nc = 3 and an effective

number of flavors of four quarks (Nf = 4). The best value and range given for the

coefficients are calculated based on the best value and raage

for \qcD as given in Ref. 3.

J-L
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Combining the common factor removed in the redefinition of c± with the factor

of m~2 from Eq. (3.2.7) and defining the Fermi Constant

2'

Gf = *? » , (3.2.22)

the effective weak interaction Hamiltonian becomes

c -

This effective Hamiltonian is the starting point for the continuum weak ma-

trix element calculations such as the vacuum saturation approximation, large Nc

methods and QCD sum-rule methods,

3.3. Lattice Effective Weak Hamiltonian

Field theory defined on the lattice has an ultraviolet cutoff due to the dis-

creteness of space-time points. For current lattices used in- weak matrix element

calculations, this cutoff lies well below the W boson mass. It is then natural to

use a theory with effective weak interactions in which the W boson is no longer a

dynamical field just as in the previous section. Using the continuum results of the

previous section, define an effective weak Hamiltonian at the scale of the lattice

cutoff of around ft «• T/;a.. The effective operators of the continuum theory are the

starting point for lattice calculations.

The continuum calculation of the previous section used dimensional regular-

ization and the MS renonnalization scheme (t.e. absorb the divergent pole piece

and a factor of — -/E + log \/47r in the counter-terms). On the lattice the regulator

is the lattice spacing a and the renonnalization scheme is not the same as the
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continuum scheme. The lattice regularized operators must then be matched to

their continuum counterparts. This matching is done by comparing a continuum

perturbative expansion for the effective operators with a perturbative expansion

for the operators done using lattice perturbation theory.

The relation of continuum operators to their lattice counterparts is

Of"*' („) = Z*** («v, g (ft)) &? («, r) (3.3.1)

where a is the lattice spacing and r is the Wilson parameter appearing in the

fermion lattice action Eq. (2.5.1).

Working to order g2 Eq. (3.3.1) becomes

Of"" 00 = (tt] + ^£jZij (a/i, r)) Of (a, r ) . (3.3.2)

The relation between matrix elements of renormah'zed and bare quantities in

either continuum or lattice regularized schemes to order g2 is

= (Sij + if^P?*(P)) (i\Oj\f)° ™9 = ccmt.Jat. (3.3.3)

where the external states carry momentum p. Substituting these relations into

Eq. (3.3.2),

Za (oM, r) = pg"« (p) - p|f (p, ap, r). (3.3.4)

The matching condition is found by comparing function pfj** computed in contin-

uum perturbation theory with the same quantity computed in lattice perturbation

theory.

The Feynman rules of lattice perturbation theory differ from the usual Feynman

rules of continuum QGD because on the lattice the discrete nature of space-time
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introduces an explicit regulator and thereby a new parameter the finite lattice

spacing a. These lattice Feynman rules lead to the same four-fermion (V — A)1* ®

(V — .4)* operators of the form

O± = | [&7M(1 - 75)02 &7*(1 - 75)^4 ± (2 «-* 4)] (3.3.5)

as is the case in the continuum. However, these four-fennion operators can now

mix with additional four-fennion operators not of the (V — A)M ® (V — A)M form

and, where possible, with lower dimensional operators. These lower dimensional

operators naively must depend on inverse powers of the lattice spacing by dimen-

sional analysis.

Equation 3.3.2 becomes

(3.3.6)

where C?^n'''at have the form shown in Eq. (3-3.5).

The coefficients Z± have the form

Z± (r,an) = ( 7 ^ log(afi) + Z± (r, 1)) (3.3.7)

where 7± = jfj77± • Values for Z±(r, 1) and r2Z*(r) are tabulated in Reference

27. For r = 1, the values in the so called EZ dimensional reduction renormaliza-

tion scheme are

Z+(L1) =-50.174 (3.3.8a)

Z_ (1,1) = -45.308 (3.3.S6)

r 2 Z * ( l ) = 9.6431 (3.3.8c)
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The symbols Q± represents a linear combination of so called "off-diagonal"

four-fermion operators

' ^ 03^04 ± (2 ~ 4) ) (3.3.9)

where P is an element of the Dirac algebra

P€{1 ,7 'V" \7 ' ' 7 5 , 7 5 }- (3-3.10)

Note that the C .̂ terms are all even under parity even though the naive four-

fermion operator contains both even and odd parity parts. These off-diagonal

parity even terms can then be safely neglected when calculating amplitudes such

as D —• A'TT where a pseudoscalar (Jp = 0~) decays into two pseudoscalars since

only parity changing operators will contribute.

The lower dimensional operators O\ K occur when quark fields in an operator

can contract with one another. For example, suppose

01 = d 02 = c 03 = u 04 = d (3.3.11)

then the lower-dimensional operators are

(r, Q. /i) O\d<6} = z3 uc + ^ u7
5c + *s u ^ ' G ^ c . (3.3.12)

These operators arise from considering diagrams like those shown in figure 3.3.1.

On dimensional grounds the coefficients of these operators are proportional to

powers of a"1. As a —* 0 the individual coefficients of these operators grow yet the

sum Eq. (3.3.12) must approach zero. In addition, non-perturbative effects may
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u u

Figure 3.3.1: Diagrams that lead to mixing of dim. 6 operators with
lower dimension operators

make a perturbative evaluation of the coefficients 23, z'3, and z$ totally unreliable.

A non-perturbative treatment of these operators is then required.

In the D —» A'TT decays that are of main interest in this work the mixing

from lower dimensional operators does not occur in either Cabbibo allowed or

doubly Cabbibo suppressed decay modes since for in these cases none of the quark

operators within the effective weak operator can contract with another.

The final form of the lattice effective weak Hamiltonian is

(3.3.13)

where O± are the continuum operators ofEq. (3.3.5) and V21 and V34 are the

elements of the KM matrix connecting quarks of flavor 1 to 2 and of flavor 3 to 4

respectively.

The continuum coefficients c±(fi) are computed as in Eq. (3.2.21) except that

now iVy = 0 since the lattice calculation is done in the quenched approximation

and there are no fermion loop contributions to g(fi).

The coupling constant is computed using iv— determined from the relation

A ^ = 28.8A /8f (3.3,14)
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<rl(GeV)

2.0

2.0

2.0

ti (GeV)
1.7*
a
T
a
2s
a

A^(GeV)

.135

.135

.135

.4962

.4648

.5048

<£•(/!, A )
.7174

.6466

.7364

Table 3.3.1: Variation of the Lattice Wilson Coefficients with the
inverse lattice spacing and the energy scale ft for /3 = 6.0. The first
row shows the nominal values.

for SU{3).

Using the beta value for the lattice, the lattice spacing a and

A'0* is determined.

Based on a suggestion by Mackenzie28 the value selected as the best estimate

for the energy scale where the perturbative matching to the continuum has taken

place is 29,
1 7ir

(3.3.16)
1.77T

a

Table 3.3.1 shows the variation of the quantities

4<( O / , ,A_) = ; (3.3.17)

with choice of fi at j3 = 6.0. To order g2, quantities ĉ j* should be independent of

the exact choice of fi. The variation is about 13% for the range of (i shown.
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Chapter 4.
Lattice Correlation Functions

4.1. Interpolating Fields

There is no unique correspondence between particles and fields. Physical quan-

tities such as decay amplitudes can be extracted from Green functions expressed

in terms of field operators other than the operators that obey the normal canon-

ical (anti)commutation relations. Given some particle we construct correlation

functions involving this particle from time-ordered products of field operators X

selected to represent the particle. A necessary requirement for such an interpolat-

ing field is that it have a finite overlap with the single particle state of the particle

in question. That is if

fc0 (4.1.1)

then XT is a perfectly good interpolating field for particle IT where |TT(&)} is a single

particle state for particle ir. Thus decay amplitudes involving composite particles

can be extracted from correlation functions built from interpolating fields even

though these composite particles are QCD bound states of quarks for which the

canonical field operators are not known.

All interpolating fields are not created equally in that some choices for X(x)

are better than others. A practical criterion for picking these interpolating fields

is that the overlap as in Eq. (4.1.1) with the physical particle state of interest be

maximized while the coupling to radial excitations of the particle be small. For

a meson this means that among the properties an interpolating field should have
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are that it be dominantly a color singlet with the same spin and parity behavior

as the meson and that it have the same valence quark content as the meson.

For mesons such interpolating fields can be written with the general form

(4.1.2)

where the particle consists of valence quarks flavors qi and q2 with color indices

a and b. The spin and parity properties are specified by the Dirac matrix T and

the explicit factor of 1/M2 makes function <f> dimensionless.

As an example, the pseudoscalar pion TT+ (JP = 0~) has T = —17s with qi = d

and qo = u. The simplest choice for the function ^o i(x;xi,xo) is

<Pab (x; xi, x2) = 6ab6A(x-Xl)8
4 ( x - x 2 ) . (4.1.3)

for which, the TT"*" interpolating field becomes

XT+ (x) = -id (x) 7
5 u (x) (4.1.4)

where we have dropped the 1/M2 factor.

Since the two quark field operators are at the same space-time point there

is no need to connect the two operators by a "gluon string" consisting of some

path-ordered product of U matrices in order to maintain gauge invariance. This

is the form of the interpolating fields used in this work. For pseudoscalar particles

such as the pion, kaon, and the D, or for vector particles such as K*, this is

a reasonable choice since for such states the quark and anti-quark have relative

orbital angular momentum L = 0 and there should be significant overlap of the two

quarks. For scalar (0+) particles such as A'Q the point-like interpolating operator
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XA'*(X) = s(x)d(x) does not couple as well to the physical state since in such a

state the two quarks have relative angular momentum L = 1.

Intuitively, coupling to the lowest particle state can be enhanced and coupling

to higher energy radial excitations can be diminished by choosing the function

$a '(x; x\, £2) so that the interpolating fields have a spread in x that is of the same

order of magnitude as the size of the particle of interest.

Perhaps a better choice is 0°'(x; x\, £2) = SabS(t—t\ )6(t—t-i) where for simplic-

ity the operator is smeared over the whole volume at a given time. The increase in

number of source points beyond a single delta function source should then lead to

an increase in measured signal. However, since the two quarks are not connected

by a gluon string, the gauge fields should be put in Coulomb gauge to reduce noise

due the gauge variant part of this operator. Using "Wall Operators" of this type

would be especially useful for scalar particles.

4.2. Pseudoscalar Two-Point Functions

An example of a two-point correlation function is the TT+ propagator. The

propagator with lattice three-momentum p from the origin to the space-time point

x = (x,<) is

T (xT+ (x)xl+ (O))|o). (4.2.1)

Using the interpolating field of Eq. (4.1.4) and taking t > 0, this expression

becomes

{U 5 > ^ { | 5 5 | > (4.2.2)
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The quark fields are then Wick contracted and the Hermiticity property of quark

propagators Eq. (2.6.4) is used to get

t,0;p) = £ % ¥ * * ( Tr5C (D* (X,0;W)U(X,0;W)) ) (4.2.3)

where XJ(x,0;U) and D(x,0;W) are respectively the u and d quark propagators

from the origin to space-time point x calculated in a fixed background gauge

configuration U and the trace is over both spin and color indices. In a Monte

Carlo simulation the brackets < . . . > signify an average over a representative

collection of gauge field configurations U.

It is important to note that it is only necessary to compute the quark propa-

gators via Eq. (4.2.3) starting from the origin to all space-time points rather than

from all points to all points. This is fortunate since the latter calculation requires

a factor that scales with the volume of the lattice more computer time to calculate

numerically.

Products of quark propagators summed over spatial degrees of freedom such as

(4.2.4)

occur repeatedly in the calculation of lattice correlation functions. Since such

quantities are more compact than the quark propagators themselves, and the

same ones are frequently needed, considerable numerical effort is saved by creating

libraries of frequently used combinations. In the process called "condensing"

quantities of the form

(4.2.5)
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are computed and stored in "condensed files" as a function of quark flavors, the

Dirac matrix F, the lattice three-momentum p, the configuration W, and the time

t. Numerically, lattice correlation functions are then constructed in tinker-toy like

fashion from pieces read into the computer from the condensed files.

Returning to Eq. (4.2.1) we examine the behavior of G^}.(t, 0) at large times.

The continuum completeness relationship projecting onto single particle states

( 4-2-6 )

becomes on the lattice

( 4 - 2 - 7 )

where the lattice quantities are rescaled to make them dimensionless. Taking t > 0

and using the completeness relation to insert a complete set of states Eq. (4.2.1)

becomes

£ Ak 2aE^) (4.2.8)
(0\Xx+(x)\A(k)){A(k)\xl+(0)\0)

Translational invariance applied to operator XT+(x) yields

XT+ (x) = e(aHt+2?t-£)xx+ (0)e-(aHt+™P*). (4.2.9)

Making this substitution and acting on the intermediate and final states with the

Hamiltonian H and momentum operator p and then using

= I a «tf (4.2.10)
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to do the sums over x and h* yields

The states that have a non-zero contribution to this sum are the n+ and radial

excitations of the pion. The higher energy radial excitations fall off exponentially

compared to the pion which will then give the only contribution as t —* -j-oo.

Thus,

$ g^^W* (4.2.12)

where Er(pT) is the energy of a pion of three-momentum px and |£*(/?T) |2 =

|{7r+(pT)|X^+(0)|0)|2 measures the overlap of a single particle state created by X*

with the single particle state normalized according to

(A(p) \A tf)) = L*2aEA(p) 6,, (4.2.13)

Numerical simulations of pseudoscalar propagators such as for particles pion,

kaon and D employ expressions of the type Eq. (4.2.3) to compute the value of

Gp(t,Q',px) as a function of time t. The resulting points can then be fitted to

Eq. (4.2.12) to extract values for Zr(pT) and aEx(px).

On the lattice operators and states have been rescaled to make them dimen-

sionless and to remove factors of the quark hopping constants. These factors must

be put back in before the corresponding continuum quantities can be computed.

For fermion fields,

which is the rescaling that was done for the lattice fermion action. For interpo-

lating fields of the form t/>iIV2

l4KlK2 - (4.2.15)
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where Eq. (4.2.14) has been used for the two fermionic fields and there is an extra

factor of a2 in order that X have the correct engineering dimension. Then

GW (t, 0) -+ 4a«i K2 G
(2) (*, 0) (4.2.16)

where one must remember the factor of a3 arising from the sum over x as in

Eq. (4.2.1). Then from the asymptotic form of the propagator Eq. (4.2.12),

\Z\2 -> 4«!«2 \Z\2. (4.2.17)

4.3. Scalar Two-Point Functions

Consider the propagator for a scalar particle with valence quarks d s. Using

the local operator X(x) = ds(ar) as an interpolating field and taking (t > 0) the

scalar propagator becomes

sd(0) |0). (4.3.1)

Doing the Wick contractions and using the Hermiticity property of quark propa-

gators as in the pseudoscalar case yields

As in the pseudoscalar case, the asymptotic form of the propagator is

|2
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4.4. Extracting Matrix Elements From Four-Point Functions

This section considers the question of how to extract a transition matrix el-

ement such as {K{p&")T{pir)\Q\D(pD')) f° r 'k* decay D —*• Kir from four-point

correlation functions. This computation applies to D -* Kir the arguments pre-

viously made for a Euclidean correlation function with a two pion final' state30.

As in that paper, consider the problem first in continuous Euclidean space-time.

The finite volume discrete Euclidean space-time lattice result should then be a

good approximation to the continuum result provided that Lmv. 3> 1 so that the

lattice size is much greater than the Compton wavelength of the lightest meson

and that tSE <C 1 so that integrals are well approximated by sums.

The four-point functions of interest in the decay D —*• A'TT are of the form

K (xK)

where X&-, \ T , and Xp are interpolating fields for the kaon, pion and D respectively

azd ^ is an effective weak operator. The integrals over the spatial coordinates of

the interpolating fields project out specific three-momenta for the initial and final

state particles.

Consider the case tpc » tT ~S> 0 » to- Use the continuum version of com-

pleteness to insert sets of single particle states between the pion and kaon fields

and between she weak operator O and the D operator. Then use translational



invariance to do the integrals over XK and XQ. One finds

f- 2EA{pK)

{0|XA- (0) \A(pKMA' (pb) | 4 (0) |0)

As in the two-point function calculation, states A for which {0|XA'(0)]A(PA')) 7̂  0

are the kaon and its radial excitations while (A'(pi} }|X£>(G)tO); ~fi 0 for A' states

that are the D and its radial excitations. Therefore as tfc —>• +00 and t& —> —00

the two stuns are dominated by the kaon and the D meson respectively. Then,

writing ZK(PK) = (Q\XK(0)\K(PK)) and Zo(pD) = p(ps) |xyO) |O) the four-

point function becomes

<?(4) (tfc, tXrG, #£»; PA', PrrPB} =

2EK(pK) 2

The continuum equivalents of Eq.. (4.2.12) the asymptotic form of the pseudoscalar

propagator, for the kaon and D axe

Gr~ i^Kt^^K) ¥ ' g~cicv?K)'ic (4*4.4)
" 'JC—I-QO 2EK\PK)

and

(4.4.5)

They have exactly the same t&' and tp dependence as Eq. (4.4.2). The ratio

(4.4.6)
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where

T,PA,PT,PD - J x» e ^ 4 7 )

(K(pK)\Xr(xr)O(0)\D(pD))

is independent of both £&• and to as tfc —* +oa and to —» -co.

Insert a complete set of intermediate states between \ T and O and use trans-

lational invariance to do the integral over xT

F{tx;pK,pT,pD) =
I (4.4.8)

(K(pK)\Xr(Q)lI,pi)(l,pi!O(Q)lD(pD)),

Here the sum over I represents both sums over discrete parameters of the interme-

diate states and integrals over continuous parameters such as the momenta of the

intermediate state collectively represented by p/. The energy of the intermediate

state is E[.

In addition to intermediate two particle states containing strongly interacting

pions and kaons we must also consider possible contributions from states with

other than two particles that couple to the D through the weak operator and that

couple to the final K it state through strong interactions.

The function (K(pK)\Xr(ty\IrPl) contains both a disconnected piece and a

connected pieces. The disconnected piece describes a pion and kaon that do not

interact through strong interactions. This disconnected piece leads to a contribu-

tion to F of the form

e

pT) (4.4.9)
(PT) in\O(Q}\D(pD) in).

Where states are classified as being "in" or uout" states in the sense of the strong

interaction scattering matrix.
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The connected pieces of (A'(pV)|X*(0)|J,p/) are related to the strong interac-

tion coupling of intermediate states |/,p/} to a final state consisting of a pion and

a kaon. One now defines

(K(pK)\Xr(0)\lpi)con = ̂ J ^ f ^ f ' ^ (ft) • (4-4.10)
Pi ™

where p» = (Ei — EK{PK)I pT) with px = Pi ~PK- This definition tells us nothing

of the value of the correlation function (A(pK-)|X*(0)|jI,pr)c<m for values of Ej

other than when E[ = Efc(px) 4- E*(px). For that value of Ej, LSZ reduction

theorem says that the connected correlation function is related to an on-shell

transition matrix amplitude

(2rr)4 6* {pK + pT - PI) iM
(4.4.11)

(A*(PK) *(PT) out\I,pr in) - (A"(pV) TC (px) in\I,pi in)

describing the strong interaction process I —* K T. Inserting the definition

Eq. (4.4.10) into Eq. (4.4.S) and using the relation

to separate out the pole part of the resulting expression yields for tx ^> 0

<4.4.12)

Fit -Sir S nn) -II&L e

* \~T-PK,PT,PD) - » r , -. ^ e

2Ex{pT) (4.4.13)

The common factor multiplying the two terms is the asymptotic pion propagator

as in Eq. (4.2.12). The term >t is given by

A= \ {{K(PK)T(PT) <mt\O(0)\D{pD) m) +
2 L (4.4.14)

ft) in\O(0)\D(pD) in) }
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and is the D —> Kir amplitude averaged over "in" and "out" final states. Thus

the on-shell amplitude A is real and A = cos 6A where 6 is the strong interaction

phase shift and A is the magnitude of the amplitude.

The second term is given by

V £ (2rr)3 & (pK + px- pj) t-

2Ex{px)M{pK,px;I,pI)

where £7- = Efc{pfc) + Ex{px) and the principal value prescription in the integral

is indicated by the symbol V.

What about Minkowski space? Then the exponential becomes ettw^El~^TK For

t :§> 0 the exponential, considered a function of Ei, oscillates wildly canceling the

integrand except near the value Ej- As tx tends towards infinity the exponential

and the energy denominator can be replaced by iriti(Ei ~ ET)/(2EX(PX)). The

principal value contribution then combines with the .4 term of Eq. (4.4.13) to give

{K(pf{)ir(pT) oztt\O\D(p£>) in) as expected.

Return to Euclidean space and Eq. (4.4.15). Suppose that pT = —pK > 0.

Consider the exponential and energy denominators as a function of Ej. The

range of £ / is Emm — mfc + m * < Ei < ac. The pole giving rise to A is

at Ei = Ej. For the region £ / > £7- with tx I§> 0 the exponential factor is

strongly damped and the principal value contribution will be small. However,

for the range Emtn < Ej < Ej the exponential is now positive. There will be a

large contribution to the principal value integral over this whole range with the

largest contribution near Emtn- The physical meaning of the combination A + P

in Eq. (4.4.13) is unclear since function P depends on {A*(pA')|Xr(0)|J,p/)con at
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values of Ei other than at £y where Eq. (4.4.11) can be used. In particular

function P will depend on the choice of interpolating fields used.

Notice that if one were to take pt = PA' = 0 then the biggest contribution to P

is for states with Ei = Emtn- But that particular value of Ej now corresponds to

the position of the pole contribution. Then if M. in Eq. (4.4.15) varies smoothly

with Ei the off-shell value of M is approximately the on-shell value and the

principal value integral contribution will have physical meaning. The "at rest"

condition for correlation functions or amplitudes extracted from the correlation

functions is defined to be when we take the three-momenta of external particles

to be zero.

Taking the "at rest" condition it is now possible to estimate the principal value

contributions in Eq. (4.4.15). Consider an intermediate state consisting of a pion

and kaon. This intermediate state should dominate P. From Eq. (4.4.15) we now

have

2(*T; 0,0,0)%

v l
J (2

2Ex(pT) * *' 4

2mxM(Q,Q;pK,Px) -t,(£/-£^B)
(EI-Eo){EI-Eo + 2

{&) in\O(Q)\D{5)).

Where P* is the two particle intermediate state piece of P. Doing the integral

over pX' a^d using
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where pT = p = — pa then gives

PiiU; 0,0,0)«
dildEl c-utE,-E0)

4* ( 4 4 1 7 )

(0,0; -p,p)
Ej (Ej - Eo) {Ei - Eo + 2mx)

Making the approximation that the matrix element containing the weak operator

and the function M are smooth functions of Ej replace both functions by their

values at Ej = EQ. After doing the solid angle integral and expanding in powers

of u = tT(£7 — £b) one finds

P2(tr;0,0,0)« (A'(0V(0) in|0(O)|Z>(6))

The threshold matrix element MQ is related to the s-wave scattering length <SA'X

for K~ -* KTT scattering through the relation

-.Mo = 8TT (TUK + mx) QA'T- (4.4.19)

Doing the integral in Eq. (4.4.18) one then finds

(4.4.20)

Next consider potential single particle contributions to Eq. (4.4.15). In this

case the integral can be done due to the delta function. The result, non-zero

when EK(pK) # £ T = EK(PK) + Ex{pT), is

2Ex{p*)M (pK,p*;pK) (K (pK) |Q(Q) \D(pD)) (4.4.21)
(EK(pK) - ET)(EK(pK) -
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where p^ = PK + pV The function M describing the process K —* K ir is now

evaluated at an off-shell point.

The ratio of the four-point correlation function to the pseudoscalar propagators

R =ZK(PK)ZAP*)ZD{PD)

(4.4.22)

taken "at rest" where pV = P* = PD = 0 is then

n

(A'(bV(d)|C?(0)|I?(0)) 1-a*-. + (4.4.23)

(mK -

where fi is the reduced mass of the pion and the kaon. The D —+ A'r matrix

element is real since it is at threshold.

The scattering length otA'x can be calculated in chiral perturbation theory31.

The s-wave scattering length for TZ K states of isospin !/» and 3/2 are found to be:

<**h = 2 F ^ H + order (™l l oS (m*/A2) ) (4.4.24a)

+ order (m2
r log ("»x/A2)) (4.4.246)

/W

Where /i is again the reduced mass and fr is the pseudoscalar decay constant.

Including one loop effects and coupling to possible resonances, reference 31 finds

ay2 = 0.19m"1 and a3/2 = -0.06m-1 . The chiral log terms in Eq. (4.4.24) are

seen to substantially modify the tree-level chiral perturbation theory prediction

that ay.y/a3p = —2. On the lattice, given sufficiently small statistical errors and

a wide enough range in t one can attempt to extract information on the scattering

lengths.
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On the lattice it may also be possible to extract the scattering length by study-

ing the volume dependence of the total energy of two-particle ir K states32. Such

calculations have been used to calculate the 1 — 2 scattering length for two pions33.

Lattice weak matrix elements are extracted by forming ratios of four-point

correlation functions to two-point functions as in Eq. (4.4.22). The ratio above

is commonly referred to as the "time-independent" (TI) ratio. This terminology

is fitting for the case of matrix elements with a single hadron in both the initial

and final states. In that particular case the TI ratio is just the matrix element

of interest. For the four-point functions considered in D —» Kn, the term time-

independent ratio is a misnomer since this ratio can still have a residual time-

dependence from terms due to the manifestations of final state interactions in

Euclidean space.

4.5. Lattice Four-point Functions For D —* Kir.

Lattice correlation functions are computed for D —* Kir decay modes. "At

rest" amplitudes are extracted from four-point correlation functions of the form

XKX,XD

These functions are classified according to the topology of the resulting quark lines

after we have performed the necessary Wick contractions over quark operators and

whether the weak operator is taken to be O\ of Eq. (3.2.9a) or Oi of Eq. (3.2.9b).
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For the mode D° —•A*" ir+ we make the following choices for the interpolating

fields

(xA') (4.5.2)

Xx+ {xK) = -id75u(x,r) .

Substituting these operators into Eq. (4.5.1) and writing the operator as O\ =

sT^cuI^donehas

(4.5.3)

67*11

The Dirac matrix structure of the effective operator O\ can be symbolized by

the notation TA ® TB. The weak operator is written in the form TA ® TB rather

than explicitly in the form (V - A)1* ® (V - AY as it appears in Eq. (3.2.9) since

enforcing overall parity conservation will further restrict these operators.

In the D —» Kir decay modes a single pseudoscalar (Jp = 0~) D meson decays

into two pseudoscalar mesons. The initial state is then parity minus while the

final state having zero total angular momentum and two pseudoscalar particles is

parity plus. Thus, to conserve parity only the parity changing part of the effective

operators is to be considered. This is done by making the replacement

(V - Af ® {V - .4)" — T^ ® T s = - V " ® .4" - A" ® V (4.5.4)

in the weak operators.

Notice that there are two possible u quark Wick contractions while the Wick

contractions are unique for the c, s and d quark fields. Performing the Wick
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contractions one finds

(4.5.5)

as one Wick contraction and

(4.5.6)

as the other Wick contraction. The traces are over both the spin and color indices

of the matrices.

As in the calculation of the propagator correlation functions we recognize the

following two products of quark propagators summed over spatial coordinates

(4.5.7)

The Hermiticity property of quark propagators Eq. (2.6.4) was once again used to

write the expression in terms of quark propagators that start from the origin of

coordinates at the center of the lattice and end at an arbitrary space-time point.

In the intermediate step step called "condensing" these products are precomputed

and stored for later use in the weak matrix element calculations.
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Define the quantity

£(a,x';W)7
5S(s',0;W) (4.5.8)

that appears in Eq. (4.5.5) and Eq. (4.5.6). The u quark propagator that appears

here does not begin nor end at the origin. On an L3 x N lattice the calculation

of the quark propagator from arbitrary space-time point to arbitrary space-time

point would be L3N more expensive than a calculation with the source point

restricted to the origin! Fortunately, such a general calculation is not necessary.

Quark propagators are found by solving the linear algebra problem

(4.5.9)

where Q"1 is the inverse propagator matrix for quarks Eq. (2.5.4) and the sum

runs over coordinates as well as spin and color indices.

The choice ijj(x\\U) = ^xi.o^o&i.s^ci.c selects the origin of coordinates and

spin « and color c. Solving Eq. (4.5.9) individually with this u> for all possible

choices of 5 and c then gives

<t>(x;lt) = Q(x,0M) (4.5.10)

i.e. the quark propagator matrix from the origin to an arbitrary space-time point.

Now select u?(xi;U) = 75Qi(ii,Q;li)6t ti which is known as a result of a previ-

ous sequence of solutions to Eq. (4.5.9) with a delta function source. The solution

to Eq. (4.5.9) is now

(4.5.11)
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This is exactly the same form as the quantity in Eq. (4.5.8). These quantities

are called "exponentiated 34" or sequential source35 quark propagators. In field

theoretical language the above process can be described by exponentiating an

effective operator to introduce it into the action. In the case corresponding to

Eq. (4.5.11) the effective interaction so introduced changes a quark of flavor 1

into a quark of flavor 2 at the location of the 75 vertex. The numerical realization

of exponentiation is of great practical benefit since quantities such as Eq. (4.5.8)

can be computed in just two matrix inversion steps.

Once exponentiated quark propagators are computed they are used in the quark

propagator condensing just like the normal quark propagators. Thus the quanti-

ties

** (4.5.12)

are computed and stored in files as an intermediate step in the numerical analysis.

4.5.1. D° —*• K~ -K+ Four-point Functions

Rewriting Eq. (4.5.5) and Eq. (4.5.6) in terms of exponentiated quark propa-

gators then gives for the mode D° —* K~ n+

(4.5.13)

/ . \ \
Tr,
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and

(4.5.14)

Considering the operator 02 = sT^duT^c Wick contractions of Eq. (4.5.3)

yield correlation functions

flg87T2 (ttf, <x, 0,

(4.5.15)

and

sD } (4.5.16)

The four-point correlation functions need to calculate the amplitude A(D° —*

K~ 7T+) are then fig87ri, fig87T2, fig8anl5 and fig8an2.

4.5.2. D+ -* K° ir+ Four-point Functions

The four-point correlation function Eq. (4.5.3) for the mode D+ —* K° TT+ with

interpolating fields
Xz>+(xO) = -id75c(x£>)

5(xK) (4.5.17)
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and operator Oi leads to the expressions

io J (4.S.18);

Trac

I T

and

While taking the operator to be Oi gives

-Tr3 C

and

^

(4.5.19)

(4.5.20)

i { Tr3C

So J (4.5.21)



Notice that both of the modes D° —*> K~~ v+ and D+ —* K° ir+ contain correla-

tion functions classified as figS^r. Comparing Eq. (4.5.13) and Eq. (4.5.18) figS^i

correlation functions for the two modes, the expressions differ by the replacement

of the u quark by a d quark. Since all numerical simulations are performed with

degenerate u and d masses, the two functions are equal. Using mu = m^ is ex-

pected to be a good approximation since although roj « 2mtt for the physical

current quark masses, they are both small relative to AQCJJ. The result is that

isospin symmetry breaking effects are small. On the lattice isospin symmetry is

made exact.

4.5.3. D° -> A"0 ir° Four-point Functions

For the mode I?0 -> A'0 TT° the DQ interpolating field is the same as in Eq. (4.5.2)

and the A"0 interpolating field is given in Eq. (4.5.17). The TT° interpolating field

is then taken to be

x) = - ^ (u7
5u - d7

5d) ( i r ) . (4.5.22)

Starting with Eq. (4.5.3) and performing the Wick contractions for On gives

figSKr g

(-Tr3C I rVVCt(rZ7,O^)Utt(xZ7,O;^,W)
\ (4.5.23)

(4.5.24)

IT
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Xft

*D

The correlation functions for O2 are

figSK2 (*A-» *T, 0,

-4= (Trsc

^

-4{Tra

^

Tr« ^

(4.5.26)

Tr,c

fig8ano (*A'<*T.O,I

VyC<(.BH)0(tBH))
(4.5.27)



These functions are computed in the limit of exact isospin invariance where

mu = rod- In this limit the figSdis functions of Eq. (4.5.25) and Eq. (4.5.28)

are zero due to the cancellation of the u and d quark loops. Note that in the

degenerate u and d limit

The factor of -4- arises from the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient in the definition of

the 7T° interpolating field Eq. (4.5.22). The relative minus sign between the uu

and dd terms in \TQ is also responsible for the relative minus sign between figSan

functions since for D° -+ A*0 ir° only the dd term contributes.

4.5.4. D —* K-K Lattice Diagrams and Large N

With the u and d quarks degenerate there are only six four-point correlation

functions that need to be calculated. These four-point correlation functions and

the corresponding defining equations are:

figSn Eq. (4.5.13)

fig8ir2 Eq. (4.5.15)

figSan! Eq- (4.5.14)

fig8an2 Eq. (4.5.16)

figSKi Eq. (4.5.19)

figSK2 Eq. (4.5.21).

For each of these correlation functions there is an associated diagram as shown

in Fig. 4.5.1. In each of these diagrams the effective weak operator is represented

by the open circles joined by a dashed line. The dashed lines in Oi type diagrams



u

u,d fig8x2 u,d

- I 7 J

—if5— if5

x* xj)

figSKi figSK2

figSAm

Figure 4.5.1: Graphical representation of the figS correlation func-
tions for D -* Kv decay modes. In each diagram the dots connected
by dashed line represent the effective weak operator located at the
space-time origin. A cross represents the location of an —17s insertion
for a pseudoscalar meson.

correspond to an effective charged current exchange while these lines in O2 type
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diagrams are an effective neutral current exchange that results from the effective

weak operator formalism.

The solid lines represent quark propagators. Each quark loop in these diagrams

corresponds to a trace over a product of quark propagators and Dirac matrices

as in the corresponding definition of the given correlation function. Each of these

traces contributes a factor of —1 to the overall phase of the function. The crosses

in these diagrams represent the locations of the field operators for the mesons.

For pseudoscalar particles the crosses represent the insertion of a —ry5 matrix at

that point in the product of propagators around the loop.

One can see an immediate correspondence between these lattice diagrams and

the quark level Feynman diagrams one would draw for the continuum. Hence,

figST is related to the continuum "spectator" diagram, while figSK is related to

the "color suppressed spectator" diagram, and figSan is related to the "weak

annihilation" diagram. It is extremely important to note that the correspondence

between lattice diagrams and continuum Feynman diagrams is not as direct as it

may appear.

These lattice diagrams, evaluated in quenched lattice QCD, are the first term

in an expansion in the number of quark loops which include effects to all orders

in the strong interactions. Including such non-perturbative effects in such a nat-

ural way within the language of continuum diagrams can create a great deal of

confusion especially when one considers final state interactions. The problem is

that if one starts with a continuum Feynman diagram and then includes final

state interactions by dressing the diagrams with soft gluons or by considering

the Zweig suppressed annihilation of final state q q pairs, the resulting diagrams

can describe contributions within the lattice diagram picture to lattice diagrams
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other than, the one which most directly seems to correspond to the continuum

Feynman diagram. The lattice diagrams correspond to the continuum diagrams

in the absence of QCD. When QCD is turned on and one attempts to draw Feyn-

man diagrams including the exchange of gluons the definition of diagrams must

be considered carefully.

A useful approach to the classification of the continuum diagrams is the VN

expansion5 where N is the number of colors. The */N approach is also useful for

lattice diagrams. With the counting rules for the large N expansion the lattice

diagrams can be classified according to their leading order N behavior. These

rules are:

1. Include a factor N for each closed quark loop.

2. Include a factor -4- for each quark-meson vertex (crosses in Fig. 4.5.1).

3. Include a factor of -4- for each quark-gluon vertex (only for soft glu-

ons).

The four-point functions are written as an expansion in */N

G*4> = v ^ |/0 4- l / i + .. .1 . (4.5.29)

Where by convention the prefactor of y/N has been factored out of each term.

The counting rules then give the values shown in Table 4.5.1 for the leading order

contributions of the four-point functions.

4.5.5. Lattice Vacuum Saturation Functions

Factorization and the vacuum saturation approximation are frequently used in

continuum models. The validity of this approximation can be tested on the lat-

tice. This test of vacuum saturation requires the calculation of new two-point and
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diagram
description

spectator

color suppressed
spectator

v;eak
annihilation

correlation
function

fig87T!
fig87T2

figSKj
figSK,

figSan!
fig8an2

leading N
order

1

1

IT
1

Table 4 .5 .1 : Leading order large N behavior of fig8 diagrams

three-point correlation functions in addition to the four-point functions and prop-

agator functions already discussed. In this section these extra diagrams will be

enumerated. Questions of renormalization and how to relate these computations

to the continuum are postponed until section 4.8.

Consider the correlation function

( 0 |T (XK (xjf) X» (**) O (0) x j , (*j>)) 10) (4.5.30)
XK

where the operator O is O\ or O-> of Eq. (3.2.9a). Inserting the vacuum state

every possible way yields non-zero contributions for:

0, tD) = (0)

(4.5.31)

'K'D

sirV(0)\|)(iD)!0)
(4.5.32)
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S

<o|x, (x,) s»r V (0) x

XA') sT*da(0)|0)

V ( O ) | O )

(4.5.33)

(4.5.34)
(0) x}, ( ) |0)

(4.5.35)

>o,*z>) = 53(o|uarV(o) xD{xD)\o)
(4.5.36)

where r 4 = r 5 = (V'-^)".

In Eq. (4.5.32), Eq. (4.5.33) and Eq. (4.5.35) the Fierz identity

(V - A)^ <s (V - A&. = - (V - ^ ) ^ r ® (V - A ) ^ (4.5.37)

has been used to interchange the quark fields within operators O\ or O2 when nec-

essary before vacuum saturating the correlation function. Hence, in Eq. (4.5.32)

for example,

02 = sa (V - Af da u6 (V - A)" cb (4.5.38)

is Fierz transformed into

Q2 = §a (V - Af cbnb(V- Af da (4.5.39)

where repeated color indices a and b are are always summed over.
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The vacuum saturated four-point functions have the general form of a product

of a configuration averaged two-point function and a configuration averaged three-

point function. In the case of Eq. (4.5.31), Eq. (4.5.34), and Eq. (4.5.36) the

product is multiplication of two terms that are traces in color space

G<4>(t,,t2,*3,0) = (G (2 )(*i,0;«r) (GW(t2,h,0;Uf){u) (4.5.40)

while for Eq. (4.5.32), Eq. (4.5.33), and Eq. (4.5.35) the product is matrix multi-

plication in color space and the vacuum saturated four-point function is found by

taking the trace in color space of this matrix product

(Gte^.OjW)) • (4.5.41)

The notation Gl*\t\,Q;M) denotes the n-point function calculated in the back-

ground gauge field of configuration U.

The additional lattice two-point correlation functions that must be calculated

to implement vacuum saturation are:

(4.5.42)

(4-5.43)
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and

(4.5.44)

From these correlation functions we wish to extract a matrix element of the op-

erator T* sandwiched between the vacuum state (Jp = 0+) and a single parti-

cle (0~) state. To enforce parity conservation only the parity changing part of

F^ = (V — A)*1 should be computed. Therefore, the operator T£ is restricted to

r£ = -.4".

The lattice three-point functions that must be calculated are:

(Q\XK(xK)shTBca(O)xl(xD)\Q)

°\ (4.5.45)

(*,r,0,l

(4.5.46)

and

r(x.) S6rf ld°(0)|0)

(4-5.47)

Here Tfj = {V — A)** and once again enforcing parity conservation will restrict this

operator. The desired matrix element is for 0~ —> 0~ for the first two equations
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or 0+ —• 0~0~ for the last equation. In either case the parity conserving piece of

the operator is required. Thus for these three-point functions Tf = V.

The vacuum saturation functions do not require any new combinations of "con-

densed" quark propagator files beyond those required to calculate the four-point

functions. Unlike the four-point functions which are scalars these two-point and

three-point functions are 3 x 3 matrices in color space and they transform like

a four-vector in spin space. In the section on discrete symmetries to follow the

number of non-zero elements that must be calculated will be found to be reduced.

4.5.6. D° —* K (3s scalar)

According to Eq. (4.4.23) the Euclidean Z?° —* Kir amplitudes will have a

contribution from an intermediate scalar state (K) with valence quark content d s.

We would like to calculate the amplitude

(K(Q)\O\D(0)) (4.5.48)

on the lattice where O is the weak operator. The lattice diagrams for the addi-

tional three-point functions required are shown in 4.5.2.

Taking XK = ds as the interpolating field, the needed correlation functions are:

figSscalari

/ ( **
(4.5.49)

Isc
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C P* 3

cm
u

figSscalar i

figSscalaro

Figure 4.5.2: Lattice diagrams corresponding to the three-point
functions needed for D° —* K.

and

figSscalar2 (tac, 0,

- i ( T r a c

(4.5.50)

X,c

for the C?i and C?o operators respectively.

The figSscalar functions require an additional condensing of the scalar type.

The combination of the d and s quark propagators

£ D1 (x«, 0; W) 75S (x5C, 0; U). (4.5.51)
X,e
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is precompiled and stored for later use in the condensing step. Note that the 7 s

matrix between the two propagators corresponds to the insertion of a unit matrix

at xac in 4.5.2.

So far the form

I* ® r" = (V - Af ® (V - A)" (4.5.52)

has been assumed for the weak operators. The initial state D has quantum num-

bers 0™ while the final state K has the assignment 0+ . Thus we can restrict the

operator to its parity changing part. Therefore, take the operator structure to be

r " ® T" = - {V* ® A» + A* <g> V") (4.5.53)

for the figSscalar functions.

4.6. Dimensionful Four-point Functions

The four-point functions of the preceding section are calculated with field op-

erators scaled to make them dimensionless and to absorb some overall factors of

the hopping constants. These factors must be restored in order that the n-point

functions will have the proper engineering dimensions.

Section 4.2 demonstrates how to restore the proper dimei>sional units to prop-

agators. The same procedure is now applied to the four-point functions calculated

on the lattice.

The four-point functions are of the form
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The relation Eq. (4.2.14) restores the dimensional units to the quark fields and

£tj!. (̂  4.2.15) is the corresponding relation for the interpolating fields. Remember-

ing that C is a foui-Fennion operator and that there is a factor of a3 from the

sums over x one finds that

(4.6.2)

where K%J is the hopping constant for the degenerate u and d quarks and K3 and KC

are respectively the strange quark and the charm quark hopping constants. Notice

that the powers of the lattice spacing a have canceled for the four-point correlation

function. This rescaling also applies to the vacuum saturated four-point functions

G<4)V 5 ( * A \ * T , 0 , * D ) in equations Eq. (4.5.31) through Eq. (4.5.36).

A lattice matrix element is extracted from a four-point function by making

use of the results of section 4.4. According to Eq. (4.4.22) the large time be-

havior of the "time-independent" (TI) ratio, formed by dividing the four-point

function by the propagator functions corresponding to the legs of the four-point

function and then multiplying the normalization constants Z obtained from the

propagator, contains a term equal to the desired matrix element. The dimensional

factor for a lattice matrix element is the same as the dimensional factor for the

corresponding TI ratio. From Eq. (4.6.2) along with the dimensional factor for

propagators Eq. (4.2.16) and the dimensional factor for the normalization con-

stant Z Eq. (4.2.17) one finds by substitution into Eq. (4.4.22) that the proper

dimensional factor is restored to the ''time-independent" ratio R for four-point

functions by the replacement

I li
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Here we see that the lattice D -+ Kir matrix elements depend on the cube of

the inverse lattice spacing. It is commonly believed that the lattice spacing is

determined to a precision of roughly twenty percent from string tension measure-

ments. The dependence of matrix elements upon powers of a"1 then leads to a

large systematic uncertainty in the determination of lattice matrix elements.

4.7. Discrete Symmetries

In this section the discrete symmetries of the gauge configurations and quark

propagators: parity Eq. (2.6.10), ume reflection Eq. (2.6.12), charge conjugation

Eq. (2.6.7) and Hermiticity Eq. (2.6.4) are applied to lattice correlation functions.

The generation of new gauge configurations and the corresponding multitude of

quark propagators and exponentiated propagators for the various hopping con-

stants that must also be generated is costly in both machine and human time. It

is then important to use as fully as possible the information in a given configura-

tion. Discrete symmetries are useful for this purpose-

Suppose a single configuration It is generated by Monte Carlo methods.. Since

charge conjugation, parity, and time reflection are symmetries of the gauge ac-

tion Eq. (2.2.6), the set of all possible configurations {U}an will also contain Us

where S = C,P, T, CP,... the symmetry transformed partners of the original

configuration. These additional configurations can be added to the set of config-

urations {U} generated by Monte Carlo methods. Instead of averaging a physical

observable 9{U) over just the original sample of gauge configurations {#(£/)) r̂ »

the average is now performed over the original set of configurations and the set

of symmetry transformed configurations {9(li))mx^ms}- Increasing the number

of configurations should then lead to a reduction in the statistical error due to
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the finite configuration sample size. The original configuration and the symmetry

transformed configurations are correlated so the reduction in statistical error is

less than the reduction that comes from increasing the number of uncorrelated

configurations.

The method described above would still be too expensive since to compute

the observables of interest in weak matrix element calculations would require

the calculation of Q(x, y;Us) the quark propagators in the fixed background of

the symmetry transformed configurations. Instead of explicitly transforming the

gauge configurations to generate Us and then calculating the quark propagators in

the background field of the transformed configurations, consider using the discrete

symmetries to transform the quark propagators. We list Eq. (2.6.7), Eq. (2.6.10)

and Eq. (2.6.12) the symmetry identities for the quark propagators:

Q(x,y,UC) = CqT(y,x;U)C-1 (4.7.1a)

Q (x, y,UP) = 74Q ( r p , yP;U) 7
4 (4.7.16)

Q(x,yMT) = TQ(xT,yT;U)T-1 (4.7.1c)

Thus, using these relations the configuration average of an observable 6(U) over

the original configurations and over the symmetry transformed configurations is

equivalent to configuration averaging over just the original sample of gauge config-

urations the average of the observable and its symmetry transformed counterpart:

{{8(U)+es{U))/2){u].



u

0

Figure 4.7.1: Lattice diagram corresponding to the x+ propagator

4.7.1. Application to Meson Propagators

The discrete symmetries are applied to the propagators. As an example, con-

sider the ir+ propagator Eq. (4.2.3)

(4X2)

shown in Fig. 4.7.1 where brackets indicate an average over the Monte Carlo

sample of gauge configurations {U} and the quantity

is the x+ propagator in the fixed background gauge configuration U.

Now calculate G^+(t,Q;p,l4p) the function that results from using the parity

reversed gauge configuration lip'. Substituting Up into Eq. (4.7.3) and using

Eq. (4.7.1b) along with the relation T 4T 57 4 = —75 yields



Writing x = (t, x) then x** = ((, —x) represents the parity transformed coordi-

nates. Note that p- x = p** • xp and that the sum over all x in Eq. (4.7.4) can be

replaced by a sum over x*\ Then,

(4.7.5)

and the effect of averaging over the parity reversed configurations can be included

by making the replacement

(t,0; -p,W)] (4.7.6)

in Eq. (4.7.2).

Now return to Eq. (4.7.3) and replace the configuration with the charge con-

jugate configuration Uc. The identity for quark propagators Eq. (4.7.1a) is then

used to rewrite the propagator again in terms of the original configuration li

T (0,x;

where the notation Q r represents the transpose of matrix Q. Recall that C = 7472

so that C~l~f5C = 75. Then using the Hermiticity property Eq. (2.6.4) for quark

propagators and that 75 = 75 , the propagator in the fixed background of the

charge conjugate gauge field becomes
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where the star operation is the complex conjugation of the trace. The previous

equation then simplifies to

G$ (t,0;p,UC) = Gjg (#,0; -pMT • (4.7.9)

The propagator can effectively be averaged over the set of configurations {£/} U

{Up} U {Uc} U {Ucp} by combining result Eq. (4.7.6) for parity with the result

above for charge conjugation. The effect of these combined symmetries can be

included by the replacement

G(;2(t,0;p,W)-
i r m m l ( 4 J - 1 0 )

±Re {Gii (t,0;p,W) + G& (*,0; -p,U)\

in the configuration average Eq. (4.7.2). Notice that the propagator is real (by

making the configurations CP symmetric).

The effective set of configurations can be further extended by including the

time reflected configurations {KT} in the configuration average. Replacing It by

UT in function Eq. (4.7.3) and using identity Eq. (4.7.1c) yields

(0,xT;U)T-1
1
5TV(xT,Q;U)) K '

where the symbol T in the notation xT is defined by xT = (— t, x) with x = (i, x).

The matrix T is defined by T = 7475. Then T'^T = ~7 5 so that

G{;1 (t,Q;p,KT) = G(;l (-t,Q;pM) - (4.7.12)

Including the time reflected configurations UT is then equivalent to configuration

averaging the time symmetrized quantity

\ \G{;1 (t,0:pM) + G{£ (-t,Q;pM)] • (4.7.13)
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In practice, the results of Eq. (4.7.10) and Eq. (4.7.13) can be combined. Prop-

agators for fixed t are calculated according to Eq. (4.7.10) the sign of t is then

reversed and the calculation is repeated. The "suits for positive and negative

times are then averaged. In the lattices used in this calculation the origin of co-

ordinates is taken at the center of the lattice allowing the time averaging to be

done.

The results Eq. (4.7.10) and Eq. (4.7.13) were demonstrated for the pseu-

doscalar case. These results are also true for scalar propagators.

4.7.2. Application to Fig8 Functions

In the previous discussion of the figS correlation functions (see Sect. 4.5) the

effective weak operators were written in the general form

(4.7.14)

where according to the derivation of the effective weak operator on the lattice, the

big gamma matrices are TA = TB = 7M(1 — 75) = (V — A)M, the last form making

explicit the vector minus axial vector form of the current.

To simplify the discussion use the notation TA ® TB to represent the Dirac

structure of the operators Eq. (4.7.14). Hence, the effective weak operators are of

the form {V - A)" ® (V - A)*. For decays of the type 0~ ~* 0~ 0", such as the

D —*• KTT modes, enforcing parity conservation will restrict the operators to the .

parity changing part so that TA®TB = -V ® A* -A11® F " .

The structure of the operator used in a correlation function will be indicated

by a subscript: G^(iA-,rT,0,#£>)r®r when it is important to emphasize the form

of the operator.
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As an example of a four-point function consider figSirj in Eq. (4.5.13):

){«} (4.7.15)

where the correlation function in the fixed background gauge configuration U is

( 4 7

and the operator structure is TA®TB = -V* ® A* - A* ® V1.

Consider substituting the parity reversed configuration Up into Eq. (4.7.16).

Making use of the identity Eq. (4.7.1b) the function becomes

,x^p; 14)7
5U(x^/,,XFA';W)75S(XP

K,Q;U))

where the relation 747574 = —75 has also been used. Now

7 4 r^ 7
4 ® 7 4 r B 7 4 = -TA ® TB (4.7.IS)

so that

p ) . (4.7.19)

Therefore averaging over the parity reversed configurations has no effect for the at

resi four-point functions. Next consider including the charge conjugate configura-

tions {Uc} in tbe configuration average. Begin with Eq. (4.7.16) and substitute
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the configuration 14° for U. Use Eq. (4.7.1a) and Hermiticity of the quark prop-

agators to get

where C = 7*72 so that

7
5 c- 1 r 4 C7 5 ® 76c~1rBc7

5 = (rA ® r B ) * (4.7.21)

Therefore,

)tx,Q,tD;ltc) = figSff! (tK,t*,Q,tD-M)* (4.7.22)

and the effect of including the charge conjugate configuration in the configuration

average is equivalent to taking the real part of the four-point function

figSTT! {tK,tr,0,tDM) -» RefigSir! (*A-,*T,0,tD;U). (4.7.23)

Finally consider including the time reflected configurations {UT} in the config-

uration average. From Eq. (4.7.16) and Eq. (4.7.1c) and recalling that T = 7475

gives

Trac

where T~J75T = ~ 7 5 has also been used. It follows that

T~lTBT = - r 4 ® TB (4.7.25)



and

T (-rA-,-<K,O,-t£,;W). (4.7.26)

Therefore, the four-point functions should be time symmetrized in configuration

averages.

The final form for figSTTi is then

r>t*»O,#i>;W)+ (4707)

/ {U}{U}

The function figS*!^-, ?*,(), to'M) defined in Eq. (4.7.16) and is computed with

the operator TA ® TB = - V " ® .4" -A"® V".

These results derived for the correlation function figSiri also hold for the other

figS functions.

4.7.3. Application to VS Functions

Consider the two-point functions that are computed in the vacuum saturation

approximation. As an example, take

tf ( f ){ j / ) (4.7.28)

of Eq. (4.5.42) where

. (4.7.29)
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Substituting Up into Eq. (4.7.29) and using Eq. (4.7.1b) results in

G $ (*„ 0; Up)f = Trs ( T" ̂  D (0, *,; W) 7
5U (x,, 0; W) 1 (4.7.30)

Then averaging Eq. (4.7.29) and Eq. (4.7.30) is equivalent to the replacement

i r ? J t f J (4-

with G^2^ defined as in Eq. (4.7.29). For the "at rest" two-point vacuum insertion

functions only the time component is retained.

Substituting Uc for U in Eq. (4.7.31) and using Eq. (4.7.1a) along with the

identity fsC'lA*C^ = (,44)* then yields

? 2,0;tf)-»\ (4.7.32)

The effect of including the configurations Uc is then the same as the replacement

<?$(*„0;Wc)f - ReGg^OjW)? (4.7.33)

in the configuration average.

Next consider the effect of including the configuration UT. Making this re-

placement in Eq. (4.7.29) and using T~lAAT = .44 then gives

Gg(«,.0;Wr)f = -G{;l(-tr,0M)f. (4.7.34)

In summary, the function Grf{tT,Oyj? is computed according to
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for /i = 4 and <?!$(**,<>)•* = 0 for n ± 4.

Now consider the three-point vacuum saturation function

where the three-point function in the fixed background gauge field U is

, "* (4.7.37)
Tr. IV" V C(0,^;W)75U(xx,,xAr;^)75S(x/jr,0;W)

V
Averaging Eq. (4.7.37) over U and I/'* is equivalent to the replacement

tD\u1; ^ = 4 ( 4 7 3 8 )

in Eq. (4.7.37) as one can easily verify. As a check, note that for the two-point

vacuum saturation function results only the (i = 4 component survives when

considering "at rest" amplitudes. Since the vacuum saturated four-point function

is a product of two-point and three-point functions summed over u, only the fi = 4

component of the three-point function is important.

Likewise, including the set {Uc} in the configuration average can be shown to

be the same as taking only the real part of the three-point function Eq. (4.7.38).

Now consider replacii^ U by UT in Eq. (4.7.37). From Eq. (4.7.1c) and the

identities X"1 V*T = -V'4 and T~ 1 7 5 r = - 7 5 it follows that

-tK,Q,-tD;U)* . (4.7.39)

Combining these results together the final form of the three-point function is

(4.7.40)
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while for ft ^ 4 the components are zero.

4.7.4. Application to flg8scalar functions

As usual, define

figSscalar, (<«, 0, tD) = -* (fig8scalar2 (tac, 0, tD; U)){u] (4.7.41)

with the correlation function calculated in the configuration U given by

fig8sTalar2 (t3c, 0, to; U) =

Trsc ,0;W) ]
} (4.7.42)

where F 1 ® T*1 = - ( F ^ ® 4^ + .4*1

From Eq. (4.7.18) it then follows that "at rest"

figSscalaro (*,c, 0, tD; Up) = fig8scalar2 (tac, 0, tD; U) (4.7.43)

so that no new information is forthcoming by including the set {Up} in the con-

figuration average.

As in the previous cases, for "at rest" amplitudes

fig8scalar2 (tsc, 0, tD; Uc) = fig8scalar2 (tsc, 0, tD;U)* (4.7.44)

as a consequence of the identity Eq. (4.7.21). Therefore, only the real part of the

function is retained.
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For the configuration UT the correlation function becomes

figSscalar2 (tsctO,tD\UT) = fig8scalar2 (—isc,0, —to;l4)

using identity Eq. (4.7.25).

Combining the results above the fig8scalar2 function is computed according to

Eq. (4.7.41) but with the replacement

fig8scalar2 (tsc,0,tD;U)-+

^Re [fig8scalar2 {tac, 0, tD; U) + (4.7.45)

fig8scalar2 (-i3C, 0, -to'M))

4.8. Continuum Functions

The correlation functions that have been discussed so far have been lattice

correlation functions that are computed using lattice operators within the lattice

regularization scheme. The results of chapter 3 must now be applied to express

the lattice results within the continuum renonnalization scheme.

4.8.1. Continuum Matrix Elements

According to chapter 3 the matching condition between lattice operators and

continuum operators is given by Eq. (3.3.6). For the D —» KTT decay modes this

general relation was shown to reduce to

(4.8.1)

where the perturbative matching coefficients Z±(r,api) are defined in Eq. (3.3.7).

The "off-diagonal" operators Q'± do not contribute to the D —* KIT modes (at least
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to order g2) since only parity changing operators will contribute to these modes.

The lower-dimensional operators O • < 6 ' were also shown not to contribute to these

modes.

The linear combinations of operators

&£ = | \o[at ± O'2
atj (4.8.2)

are the combinations that are multiplicatively renormalized. A lattice matrix

element {K ir\Q±\D)lat is extracted by starting with the plus or minus linear com-

bination of the four-point functions that will form the equivalent matrix element

of the plus or minus operator combination. The procedure described in section

4.4 is then used to extract the matrix element from the TI ratio. These matrix

elements can then be matched back to the continuum according to

(K*\O±\D)C0nt = 2±{K n\Q±\D)lat (4.8.3)

where according to Eq. (4.8.1)

[ f ] (4-8.4)

Putting in the dimensionful factors according to Eq. (4.6.3), and remembering

Eq. (3.3.13) the continuum matrix elements are then related to the lattice matrix

elements by

(4.8.5)

{c+Z+(Kir\O+\D)lat + c-Z-(K x\O-\D)lat)

where the continuum coefficients are computed with the effective number of flavors

"Ty equal to zero to be consistent with the lattice quenched approximation.
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To discuss the !/N behavior of the continuum diagrams the continuum matrix

elements can be written in terms of the continuum O\ and Q2 operators

(4.8.6)

with the quenched continuum coefficients

(4-8.7)

The lattice O\ and O2 operators are not diagonally renormalizable. The relation-

ship between lattice and continuum matrix elements is then

( .

I 1 6 2 T "
V 3 '7

(K*\O2\D)J * ( 4 8 8 )

lf^ ^ ) \ (K i:\O2\D))

where from Eq. (4.8.4)

Zn = Z22 = » (2+ + ^ - )
f (4.8.9)

Z12 = Z21 = - (Z+ - Z-)

Note that the leading order large N behavior of the lattice and the continuum

matrix elements are the same since the order g2 corrections corresponding to the

exchange of a single gluon which costs a factor of VN.



4.8.2. Vacuum Saturation

Vacuum saturation is implemented at the level of the continuum matrix ele-

ments rather than at the level of the lattice matrix elements. This is important

since the goal is to test vacuum saturation on the continuum renonnalized matrix

elements. The matching condition is then identical to Eq. (4.8.3)

(K ir\O±\D)coni = Z±{K x\O±\D)lai (4.8.10)

with Z± defined in Eq. (4.S.4). The continuum vacuum saturation amplitudes can

also be decomposed into matrix elements of the c >ntinuum O\ and Qi operators

in exactly the same manner as the steps leading to Eq. (4.8.8).
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Chapter 5.
Results

5.1. Lattices

Numerical studies reported here were carried out on two independent J3 = 6.0

lattices of dimensions 163 x 39 and 243 x 39 and on a /3 = 5.7 lattice of dimension

163 x 33. Earlier results were also reported for 0 = 5.7 on a 163 x 25 lattice and

for # = 6.1 on a 123 x 33 lattice36"37. The parameters of these lattices are shown

in table 5.1.1.

0
6.0

5.7

6.1

a"1 (GeV)

2.0

1.4

2.2

lattice

243 x 39
163 x 39
163 x 33
163 x 25

123 x 33

length (fm)
2.4
1.6

2.2

1.1

conf
8
19
16
16

30

Table 5.1.1: Properties of the various available lattices.

Results on the /? = 5.7 163 x25 lattice are not included here because of concerns

that this lattice is has too few time-slices sufficiently far from the location of the

weak operator as to qualify as the asymptotic region (empirically \t\ > 7 for this

lattice) and yet also be sufficiently far (3 to 4 time-slices) from the lattice time

boundary. A large number of time-slices meeting the criteria above are necessary

to perform multi-parameter fits as a function of time for quantities of interest.
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The /? = 6.1 results are not included since the physical size of this lattice is

small and again the number of "asymptotic" time-slices is limited. Previously36,

it was shown that while the /? = 6.1 results are not inconsistent with results from

other lattices, they tend to have much larger finite size effecss, which reduces their

significance.

The inverse lattice spacing shown in table 5.1.1 for fi = 6.0 lies in the middle

of the range of values found from string tension measurements38'36. Values for the

lattice spacing at other values of /? are determined using the 0 = 6.0 value and

assuming scaling relation Eq. (3.3.15) holds over the region of # values considered.

Previous studies have shown some evidence for a lack of scaling betw»;en /3 = 6.0

results and /9 = 5.7 results. Thus, the lattice spacing quoted here for /? = 5.7 is

at best an estimate.

These inverse lattice spacings are different than the lattice spacings previously

used36. Those previously used values were considered to have a precision of about

±20%. Since string tension measurements are still rather difficult to perform, the

new value at 0 = 6.0 may still have an uncertainty of about ±20%.

Table 5.1.2 shows the combinations of hopping constants used in this study

for the 0 = 6.0 and /3 = 5.7 lattices. Computations were performed with quark

propagators with the tabulated hopping constant values at each beta for both the

exact flavor SU{2) case (exact isospin symmetry case) and for the exact flavor

SU{Z) case. The flavor SU{Z) case affords a comparison with continuum models

in which SU(3) flavor symmetry allows a considerable simplification in formulae.

The hopping constants KB(1J = .155 and .166 correspond to quark mass ratios

mu,d/ms of about 0.42 and 0.34 for /3 = 6.0 and 5.7 respectively. For quarks much

lighter than these the cost in terms of numerical effort increases greatly.
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6.0

6.0

6.0

5.7

5.7

description

SV(2)f

SU(S)f

lighter c quark

SV{2)f

SU{Z)f

Ku,d

.155

.154 .152

.155

.154

.152
.155

.166

.164

.152

.160

.166

.164

.160

.118

.118

.135

.094

.094

Table 5.1.2: Hopping constants used for each 0 value. The K value
at which the q q pseudoscalar bound state becomes massless is KCTit =
.1573(2) at 0 = 6.0 and «cr,« = .1693(1) at 0 = 5.7.

The choice KC = .135 results in a lighter c quark and is the KC value used by

the ELC group39. The value nc = .118 used here seems to give a charm meson

that is heavier than the experimental charm meson mass. Because this is still a

preliminary study of D decays we are not concerned with tuning the s and c quark

masses to more precise values.

5.2. Propagators and X2 Fits

Pseudoscalar and scalar propagators were calculated as described in sections

4.2 and 4.3. Figures 1.1.1 through 1.4.1 show examples of the time dependence of

the p = Q pseudoscalar and scalar propagators for the combined 0 = 6.0 lattices.

To combine two independent lattices as is done in this study for the two 0 = 6.0

lattices, the configuration average of a quantity is taken over the joint set of
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configurations for both lattices. Each lattice can also be analyzed separately to

check for systematic effects such as finite size effects.

Chi-square fits were performed taking into account correlations between the

fitted points. The error bars shown for each time-slice U are given by ±\/<7( <»,<,)

where the data covariance matrix a(ti,t}) is computed according to

1 N

The index k runs over configurations and the quantity u*(t,) is the value of the

(pseudo)scalar propagator calculated at time-slice ti in the fixed gauge configura-

tion labeled k. The quantity v(ti) is the configuration average of the Vk(U)

1 N

^ f t ) . (5-2.2)

The fits to the calculated propagator values shown in these graphs are all of

the functional form

where a = (Z\, m i , . . . , Zn, mn ) is the parameter vector. A sum over exponentials

is used here to allow for possible contamination of a propagator by states that are

radial excitations of the ground state.

The fits are obtained by varying a so as to minimize the formal chi-square

function

x2 (5) = J2 & ft) - F ft; ̂  °~l ft» *>) I* (*>) - F(<* *)i <5-2-4)

where ta < U,tj < tb and ta is the lower bound of the fitted interval and the upper

bound is tf,.
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The fitting program is written in C to run on any UNIX® workstation. Prop-

agators as a function of time-slice and background gauge configuration are com-

puted from information stored in the "condensed" files by an analysis program

that runs on Cray supercomputers. This intermediate analysis program then con-

verts floating-point numbers in Cray format to the IEEE Double representation

which is the internal data representation used on a large number of workstations

and writes this information to a file. These binary data files are then transferred

via network connections to a local workstation for storage and final analysis. Cur-

rently the format of these binary files is specialized to this analysis. However, there

is a standard package of routines called Hierarchical Data Format40(HDF) that

allows scientific data sets and raster images to be read and written by a wide

range of supercomputers and workstations. Using HDF the fitting program could

be modified to accept general data sets.

The program uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as described by Press41

et al. with some modifications. The algorithm was modified to use the full co-

variance matrix <?(ti,tj) rather than assuming statistically independent errors as

was treated in the reference. Additionally, the Gauss-Jordan matrix inverter used

internally in the original program was replaced by the more robust Singular Value

Decomposition method. This method of matrix inversion is capable of detecting

ill-conditioned matrices.

The fits generated by this program were checked against fits generated by

minimizing the function Eq. (5.2.4) in Mathematica®.

Fits to the propagators were performed using only one exponential term. The

results of these fits for each of the /? = 6.0 lattices and the two lattices in combi-

nation are shown in Tables 1.1.1 through 1.4.1.
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The estimated coefficient of covariance for the fitted parameters is given along

with the formal X^n per degree of freedom for the fit. The coefficient of covariance

cab is given by the relation

cab — /si s, (5.2.5)

where Covai is an element of the parameter covariance matrix. The quoted error

bound Sai, on a fitted parameter a& is given by

(5.2.6)

This corresponds to the AX2 = 1 contour of constant X2. The contours of constant

X2 may be estimated from

AX2 = X2 - xLn = <*« • Cov~x • Sa (5.2.7)

or they may be found directly by making a contour plot of X2(a) in Eq. (5.2.4)

using a program such as Mathematica.

Since the data values ujfc(*i) for the propagators and also for nearly every

other measured quantity in lattice gauge theory calculations are not normally

distributed it is important to note that the quoted error bounds as given by

Eq. (5.2.6) are not the standard 68% confidence interval as would be the case for

AX2 = 1 and normally distributed errors. To determine which AX2 to use when

quoting standard confidence levels would require additional calculation.

For the pion, kaon, and the D the fitting interval on the /? = 6.0 lattices was

taken to be the range [12,16]. In physical units this corresponds to 1.2 & t & 1.6 fin

while staying three time-slices away from the boundary.
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The formal X2 per degree of freedom for these fits range from about -2/3 to

about 6/3- Taking this as a relative measure of the goodness of fit, the best fits are

obtained for the pion and kaon while the fits to the D propagators are markedly

worse.

One possible reason for the higher *Vrc<j m the & c a s e m a v D e that a radial

excitation of the D may have a relatively small difference in energy compared to

the D. Contamination of the propagator by this excited state may still be present

in the time range fitted.

To test this argument one can select a model function with more than one

exponential term. Take KU)J = .152, KC = .118 on the combined 6.0 lattices. A

two exponential fit on the time interval [6,16] gives the results in the first row of

the table below. For comparison, the third row shows the one exponential fit.

terms

2

2

1

Zi

.913(34)

.894(32)

.915(32)

mi

1.232(5)

1.231(5)

1.233(5)

Zi

2.79(52)

2.79*

—

Vtl<l

1.78(8)

1.78*

—

Xl
nd

8.6
7

6.0
3

6.0
3

The second row is a two exponential fit in the time range [12,16] with the

parameters of the second exponential fixed (indicated by * next to the values held

fixed). Comparing to the third row one sees that stripping out the excited state

makes no difference in the X2. The same conclusion is reached by taking the ratio

of the two exponential terms. This ratio is at most .04 at t = 12 so the excited

state above is a small contamination. As noted in Chapter 4 the contamination

due to excited states is reduced by choosing interpolating fields that extend over

more than a single lattice site.
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0.2

0.0

o - 0-8.0 Combined (27)
• - 0-6.7 I8*x33 (10)

0.0 0.1 0.2

Figure 5.2.1: Graph of (mA"/m/))2 versus the ratio (m*/m£>)2. The
lines do not take into account correlations between plotted points. The
cross on the left side of the graph is the physical point.

In figure 5.2.1 the ratio mKlm2
D versus the ratio rnx/m2rt is plotted. The ratios

of pseudoscalar masses are taken since according 1 J chiral perturbation theory the

mass squared of the pion and kaon depend linearly on the valence quark masses.

Then assuming that the D meson mass varies little with the light quark mass one

concludes the relation between the plotted quantities is linear.

The point marked with a cross is calculated from the physical masses. The

charm and strange hopping constants can be adjusted so that the extrapolated
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0.8

0.6

1
0.4

0.2

^scalar

o — 0*6.0 Combined (27)
O - 0-6.7 18*x33 (18)

, , , , I •

0.0 0.2 0.4

Figure 5.2.2: Graph of macoJor/mi> vs m5r/m/). The lines do not take
into account correlations between plotted points.

curve passes through the physical point when the pion mass is set equal to the

physical value.

Next examine the fits to the scalar propagator in table 1.4.1 and the sample

fit shown in figure 1.4.1. The error bars shown in the figure become very large

for time-slices greater than about ten. Neglecting relativistic effects, the wave

function for the scalar (L = 1) state is expected to vanish at the origin. The

scalar state then couples through relativistic effects to the point-like interpolating

fields used here. Using an interpolating field for the scalar with a spatial size

larger than a point should improve the coupling to the scalar state.
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Single exponential fits to the scalar propagator propagator were performed in

the time range [9,14] for /3 = 6.0 and for the range [6,12] on the /? = 5.7 lattice.

Figure 5.2.2 shows the ratio of the fitted scalar mass to the D mass versus the pion

mass scaled by the D mass. If the scalar state is identified with the physical state

(Q+) state labeled £'£(1430) in the Particle Data Table3, then the physical point

is the cross shown in the upper left of the figure. Note the apparent discrepancy

between the 6.0 points and the 5.7 points. Computing the mass spectrum of

scalar states has proved to be more difficult than computing the spectrum of

pseudoscalar states. Perhaps the spectroscopy of scalar states must await bigger

lattices and a choice for interpolating fields that couple better to the scalar state.

In this project the main concern with the scalar is potential off-shell contri-

butions to D —* Kir matrix elements it may make as in Eq. (4.4.23). As that

equation shows, off-shell contribution depends on the quantity

8m = — (mscaiar — nifc — m T ) . (5.2.8)

The quantity 8m can be computed by fitting the time dependence of the ratio

G(2) To gffl t 0 (5'2'9)

to the functional form caeSmt which is expected from the asymptotic behavior of

the propagators.

The 8m values from fits for 0 = 6.0 are shown in table 1.5.1 while figure 1.5.1

is an example of such a fit. From the fits it is hard to extract even a rough value

for the scalar mass. However, these fits do show that the scalar mass is close

enough to mT + mj£ that the scalar may make an important off-shell contribution

to D —* Kir matrix elements.
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0.4

0.2

-0.0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6
0.0

1 I '

O - #-6.0 CombfaMd (27)
a - #-6.7 X8*x33 (10)

0.2 0.4

Figure 5.2.3: The quantity ^m/m£> versus mr/mD. All quantities
are scaled by the D mass. The two lines do not take into account
correlations between plotted points.

The error bars in figure 1.5.1 and the data covariance matrix used in the X2

fitting procedure used to fit the ratio of propagators were calculated using the

jackknife procedure42.

A synthetic or jackknife data value is generated for a quantity by omitting one

data sample t.e. one configuration when calculating the quantity. A set of jack-

knife data values is then created by repeating the process for each configuration.



Hence, jackknife data values for a propagator are calculated according to

1 N

«4 ft) = ]v3T E u> (*<) (

where u^(^) is jackknife data value for the propagator that results by omitting the

Arth configuration from the average and vj(ti) is the propagator with background

gauge field configuration j .

For the ratio of propagators in Eq. (5.2.9), calculate jackknife data values ^(t)

according to

ri (*) = ,M, G">(tt]^ (5.2.11)

where the propagators are calculated as in Eq. (5.2.10). The subscript k once

again indicates that the quantity is calculated omitting the kth configuration.

The covariance of these jackknife data values is then estimated from

K (**> - f ( * * ) ] Lr*

where
1 N

is used as an unbiased estimator of the average. Note that this f'(ti) is used only

to compute the statistic above. The value reported for the ratio is calculated from

Eq. (5.2.9).

The jackknife data covariance matrix calculated above is used along with the

averages for a given quantity as inputs to the X2 minimization algorithms previ-

ously described to determine the "best" fits.
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Jackknife uncertainty estimates and the fitting procedure followed for the ra-

tio of propagators is also used to perform fits to ratios of other quantities such

as the time-independent (TI) ratio Eq. (4.4.22) from which matrix elements are

extracted.

5.3. Time Dependence of Amplitudes

This discussion focuses upon the time-independent (TI) ratios (Sect. 4.4) cal-

culated on the combined /3 = 6.0 lattices. The /3 = 5.7 results are not shown since

they are qualitatively the same.

Figures 5.3.1 through 5.3.3 show the TI ratios for the D -* Kv figure eight

correlation functions. The quantities shown in these figures must be multiplied

by the propagator Z constants Zx, ZK, and ZQ to match the definition of the TI

ratio given by Eq. (4.4.22).

For the two /? = 6.0 lattices the weak operator is located at the center of the

lattice (tK = 0) and the lattice boundaries are located at |*A'| = 19. Only the

positive half of the lattice is shown in the figures since Euclidean T symmetry

(Sect. 4.7) is used to combine calculations from both sides of the lattice.

The correlation functions shown have the pion held fixed at tT = 11 and the

D held fixed at to — —11. The tg coordinate is then varied. To allow *# to

be varied for all three types of fig8 diagrams, the lattice four-point functions

use exponentiated quark propagators with texp = tp for fig8ff and fig8K (see

sect. II.4) and exponentiation at texp = tT for figSan. With this combination of

exponentiations, the correlation functions obtained correspond to the diagrams of

figure 4.5.1 with all of the quark lines reversed.
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t 0

- 2

m
CO

D - f l g B i r ,
o - figSira

• • • • I • ,

0 5 . 1 0 . . 15 20
time—slice

[Combined /?=6.00 nu,d=0.155 K S =0.152 KC=0.118]

Figure 5.3.1: TI ratio for fig87ri and fig87T2 versus tx- The correlation
functions are matched to the continuum.

The expressions for the correlation functions corresponding to the quark line

directions as shown in figure 4.5.1 require exponentiations at tjc for fig87r and

figSan and at tT for fig8K.

Regardless of which exponentiation is used to calculate a correlation function,

for a given combination of #p, t/c, and </j, the same numerical value must be

obtained since reversing quark lines serves only to replace each particle by its

anti-particle. Each of the fig8 functions was calculated using the two different

exponentiations described above. A check for numerical equality then served as a

test of the exponentiated propagators.
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• I ' ' ' • I
and fig8K2

• - flc6Kt

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 5 . 1 0 , . 15 20
time—slice

[Combined /3=6.00 KU,d=0.155 K S =0.152 KC=0.118]

Figure 5.3.2: TI ratio for fig8Ki and fig8K2 versus 1%. The correla-
tion functions are matched to the continuum.

Continuum operators O\ and Do determined by perturbative matching to lat-

tice operators as described in Sect. 3.3 are used in the calculation of these TI ratios.

To obtain continuum matrix elements matching the definition in Eq. (4.8.8), re-

quires multiplication by a factor of a~3
 -J16K^JK3KC in addition to the Z factors

previously mentioned.

The fits shown in flgures 5.3.1 through 5.3.3 are best fits of the correlation

functions to the constant function over the time range [12,16]. A fit to a constant

function neglects the effects of the time-dependent terms in Eq. (4.4.23). For the

spectators one determines a naive plateau value that is within the jackknife error
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Figure 5.3.3: TI ratio for fig8an! and fig8an2 versus tj(- The corre-
lation functions are matched to the continuum.

bars over the time range fitted. The formal X2 per degree of freedom for the fits

to the spectator functions are all less than 3/i. Note that the best fit lines for the

spectators lie consistently above or below the fitted points.

That a functional fit lies consistently above or below all of the central values

should not be surprising. The central values on successive time-slices show almost

no statistical fluctuation compared to what one might expect based on the size of

the error bars shown and statistically independent measurements. This is a certain

indication that the central values on successive time-slices are highly correlated.

The error bars shown in the graphs give only the diagonal elements of a general
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correlation matrix (see Sect. 5.2). Taking into account the correlations among

time-slices can result in fits which show an apparent bias to one side or the other

of all of the fitted points.

Consider the annihilation functions in Fig. 5.3.3. The X2 per degree of freedom

is 7/4 for ng8anj and !% for fig8an2- Here we see some indication for a time

dependence in the TI ratio. Previous lattice studies23'43 of K —> 7nr employing

the direct calculation of four-point functions have seen similar evidence for time

dependence in TI ratios. In K decays this time dependence has been attributed to

contributions due to the scalar a particle that can couple to two pions. Continuum

studies44 also suggest scalar resonances may play a role in K —* TT JT decays.

The eye can discern a clear linear rise in the central values of the fig8an1 TI

ratio as a function of t. Returning to the spectators one may also discern such a

trend in their graphs (see fig8K2 in Fig. 5.3.2). Note that even for fig8an}, which

seems to show the most obvious time dependence, the rise in the central values

over the interval [12,16] is less than one error bar.

Even though the total variation with time of the TI ratios is less than the error

bars shown in the graphs, the time dependent terms responsible for this variation

can be appreciable. We attempt to estimate the effects of time-dependent terms

in the behavior of TI ratios by considering combinations of correlation functions

with definite final state isospin. Multiply the O\ and C?2 correlation functions by

the Wilson coefficients Eq. (4.8.7) and form the linear combinations

= >ll ( f i g 8 j r + f i g 8 K) (5-3-16)
of final state isospin 1/2 and 3/2 respectively.
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Typical plots of the TI ratio for these quantities are shown in Fig. 1.13.1 and

1.16.1. From these figures we see that the TI ratio for Gy2 shows a slight drop

after time-slice eleven. The TI ratio for Gy2 shows a rather dramatic linear rise

with time. The fits shown in the graphs are again fits using the constant function

as the model function. The details of these fits are shown in the accompanying

tables found in the appendix.

Specializing Eq. (4.4.23) for the case 0 < tx < ttf yields for the TI ratios of

the quantitie : i.i Eq. (5.3.1)

V2

cm (am —
e*"* (5.3.2a)

TIR3/2 = + ... (5.3.26)

where Aj is the "at rest" amplitude for isospin component / and a/ is the corre-

sponding scattering length for K ir scattering.

The term proportional to A(D —> n) describes a possible contribution to the

TI ratio by a 0+ ds state which here is called K. Such a scalar state might be

expected to show the strongest signature in the weak annihilation function. The

annihilation function has a pure isospin ]/2 final state and the final state quark

and antiquark emitted from the effective weak vertex are an s and a d respectively.

In the figure below is shown the weak annihilation diagram for D° —• K~ JT+. The

dashed line represents some intermediate time before the creation of the final state

u u pair. At such times we see a two quark intermediate state which can form a

scalar bound state.
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An indication of a 0+ particle that couples to K n has been found in an analysis

of K ir scattering45. The particle is listed as ^ (1430) in the particle data table3.

The particle is a scalar with isospin Y2 and a decay width of T = 287 ± 23 MeV.

It decays predominantly to A' 7r. With a mass of 1.43 GeV and a relatively wide

decay width, this resonance is potentially important to D° decay.

It must be emphasized that any physical contribution of this resonance to D°

decay is already accounted for in the Ay2 amplitude of Eq. (5,3.2a). The term

proportional to A(D —* K) is an unphysical contribution that is not suppressed in

Euclidean space (see Sect. 4.4).

Numerical results were obtained for the quantity 6m as discussed in Sect. 5.2.

The results there are still rather crude. From table 1.5.1 one finds 6m = —.038 ±

.079 for the combined /? = 6.0 lattices and KUJ = .155. For /? = 6.0 the general

trend found for 6m iz promising. Note that according to Fig. 5.2.3 6m increases

and becomes negative as the pion mass is decreased. From Eq. (5.3.2) we see that

the off-shell term will be exponentially suppressed. With a larger physical lattice

time range and smaller light quark masses the relative importance of this term

may diminish.

We would like to make an estimate of the size of the scalar contamination.

First, we must estimate the magnitude of the off-shell quantity M{K —* Kir).

We approximate it by using the on-shell invariant amplitude calculated from the
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experimental decay width. From the width and mass quoted above for KQ and as-

suming the branching fraction is 100%, one finds M(K —* Kir)on-.aheu « 4.9 GeV,

Taking a nominal value of a'1 = 2.0 GeV and assuming scaling holds between the

continuum and the latticet one finds M(K —> Kir) « 2.4 as a crude estimate of

the quantity in Eq. (5.3.2a) measured in lattice units. Based on the success of

measuring other hadronic coupi ng constants 46, we note that it should be possible

to estimate this quantity by direct lattice calculation.

The quantity A(D —» «) in Eq. (5.3.2a) was calculated on the lattice in this

study and an example of these results are found in Sect. 1.21. For the combined

lattices taking KUI<J = .155 one finds A(D —> K) — .07 ± .04.

The estimates above combine to give approximately 4 as an order of magnitude

estimate of the prefactor of the exponential term in Eq. (5.3.2a). Thus at time

slice tx — 14 the exponential term is estimated to be about 2.5 in lattice units.

This is to be compared with the graph for the TI ratio for Gy2 shown in Fig. 1.16.1

which gives a value of about 4.2 at tx = 14. The exponential term in Eq. (5.3.2a)

can potentially be a significant fraction of the TI ratio for Gy2.

Next we attempt an order of magnitude estimate of the terms proportional

to the scattering lengths a/ in Eq. (5.3.2). The tree level expressions for the

scattering lengths calculated in chiral perturbation theory are given in Eq. (4.4.24).

The pion decay constant has been measured on the lattice47. Based on these

measurements, the pion decay constant for 0 = 6.0 with «Bi«j = .155 is fx as .07

in lattice units. Approximate values for the scattering lengths are

ai/2 »J -2a3/,2 « 3 (5.3.3)

in lattice units. The terms proportional to t~ '2 for tx = 14 become 0.3 and

—0.1 for / = J/2 and / = 3/2 respectively. These terms are to be compared to
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the unit terms within square brackets in equations 5.3.2. Even though the t~ fc

terms may not be small compared to one, the estimated variation of the quantity

within square brackets over the interval [12,16] is at most 3% for the numerical

estimates above. This weak time dependence combined with the limited range of

<A' will make it difficult to separate out the t~ ^ dependence.

Fits to the general model function

; a) = ax [ 1 + a2t~ ̂  + a3r
 Z'*\ + aA e°5' (5.3.4)

were attempted for the TI ratios for Gy2, Gy2
 an<^ *° *^e ratio Gifo/Gy^. Param-

eters were allowed to vary freely or optionally they could be frozen at particular

values. Thus for the TI ratio of Gy2
 C4 an<i C5 were frozen at zero since the ex-

ponential term is not expected to contribute to the 3/2 TI ratio. The time-slice

t = 11 was not used for fits to prevent the pion and kaon from sitting on the

same time-slice. The upper range of time-slices for fits was limited by the lattice

boundary. The fits were then restricted to the range [12,16].

Since Eq. (5.3.4) is not known to be the exact functional form of the TI ratio

and only a limited number of points with relatively large uncertainties were fit,

we conservatively limited fits to those with only two or three free parameters. For

example, one could neglect the t~ h term entirely by keeping 03 fixed at zero. For

fits to the TI ratio of Gy2 or to the ratio of Gy2 to Gy2 where there is a possible

exponential term one can freeze C5 at the value 6m found from the fits disussed

in Sect. 5.2.

The result of all these attempted fits is that including various time dependent

terms does decrease the X2 per degree of freedom of the fits. However, the esti-

mated uncertainties in the fitted parameters generally become so large that there

is little information in the fits.
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Two examples of fits to the ratio GifclGsfe u s m g Eq. (5.3.4) as the model

function are shown in the following table and the accompanying figures:

Figure
number

5.3.4

5.3.5

22(7)

6(24)

a2

1(15)

-4(7)

fit parameters
03 a4

0* -35(156)

0* 5(7)

as

-.038*

+.038*

*!
n
.61
2

.63
2

The values in the table followed by an asterisk are held fixed during the fit.

Both fits neglect the 03 term. The first fit takes 05 equal to the value of 8m found

from propagator fits. The second fit fixes 05 to — 8m. This value is within the

uncertainty range reported for 8m.

These fits are to be compared with the fit of the same quantity to the constant

function f(t;a\) = ai shown in Sect. 1.19. The X2 fit to the constant function

yields a\ = 5.1(18) with a X2 per degree of freedom of 7-4/4-

Fits containing statistically significant information will require using time-slices

spanning a range in physical time units large enough that the time variation of the

functions is clearly resolved relative to the estimated uncertainties. Care must be

taken to reduce the estimated uncertainties by using a large set of configurations

and by trying to reduce correlations among configurations.

Determining the time dependent terms in Eq. (5.3.2) and thus extracting quan-

tities such as Ay2 and Ay2 has proven extremely difficult given the lattices studied

so far. The best we can do is neglect time dependent terms. Thus, in fits to the TI

ratios of the functions in Eq. (5.3.1) that determine Ay2 and Ay2, the constant

function is used as the model function rather than a function such as Eq. (5.3.4).

The single parameter obtained from each of these fits is taken as the best estimate

of corresponding amplitude.
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Figure 5.3.4: Fit to the model function Eq. (5.3.4) keeping the pa-
rameters a% — 0 and as = —.038 fixed. The value of as is equal to 8m
shown in Table 1.5.1.

From the numerical estimates of the time dependent terms discussed previously

in this section we conclude that amplitudes obtained by neglecting any time de-

pendence can diiFer by 30% or more from the amplitudes that one would obtain

if the time dependence could be determined.
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Figure 5.3.5: Fit to the model function Eq. (5.3.4) keeping the pa-
rameters az = 0 and 05 = +.038 fixed. The value of a$ is equal to
—Sm a value within the uncertainty range of 6m.

5-4- A-ife and A3/2 Amplitudes

The amplitudes A\p and Az/2 for D —* Kir decays were determined on the

lattice by taking the naive plateau value of the corresponding TI ratio as discussed

in the previous section. The resulting fits and sample graphs of the time behavior

of the TI ratios axe shown for the combined j3 = 6.0 lattices in the numerical

results appendix. Similar fits were performed on the 0 = 5.7 lattice.

Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 show values of Ay2
 an<i Ay2 as a function of the pion

mass for the $ = 6.0 and the 0 = 5.7 lattices. The values on the abscissa of each
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Figure 5.4.1: Graph of Ay2 versus Tnir/mj}- The point in the upper
left corner is the amplitude derived from experiment. The amplitude

is scaled in units of ^9 *%*"*• The line does not take into account
correlations between plotted points.

figure are the ratio of the pion mass to the D meson mass. Plotting the amplitudes

as a function of the unitless ratio of masses reduces the systematic uncertainty

in the horizontal placement of the /? = 6.0 points relative to the 0 = 5.7 points

due to the uncertainty in the relative values of a"1 for the /3 = 5.7 and /3 = 6.0

lattices.

The amplitudes are all scaled in units of G/^V a d/ v ' § . As in Eq. (4.S.5) these

amplitudes are proportional to a~3. The absolute normalization of the amplitudes
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Figure 5.4.2: Graph of Ay2 versus m*/m,D- The point at center left
is the amplitude derived from experiment. The amplitude is scaled
in units of ^«%"**• The line does not take into account correlations
between plotted points.

are then extremely sensitive to the value of a l used. The relative uncertainty

between the nominal values of a"1 for the two sets of points at different 0 values

can also lead to a systematic shift of one data set relative to the other set. The

ratio of a"1 at the two 0 values seems satisfactory given that the two sets of data

seem to overlap within the error bars in the two figures. For these graphs the

nominal values of a"1 shown in Table 5.1.1 were used. Based upon the range of

a"1 values determined from string tension measurements versus values obtained
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from hadron mass spectroscopy, we believe the systematic uncertainty in a~l to

be about 20%. Thus points with a given 0 may vary by a factor of .5 to 1.7 times

the values shown.

The two figures also show the isospin amplitudes derived from an analysis of the

experimental D decay data by the MARK III Collaboration14. The experimentally

derived point is the left-most point in each figure.

The lattice values are comparable in magnitude to the experimentally derived

amplitudes. This gives us confidence that the matching of the lattice values to

the continuum has been calculated correctly.

The fits shown in the figures are X2 minimization fits to a straight line. The

fits were obtained by combining the /? = 6.0 results and the the /? = 5.7 results.

The plotted error bars were taken as the uncorrelated estimate of the uncertainty

in the fitted points. Points calculated on the same lattice are highly correlated.

Therefore, these lines are offered as a "guide to the eye" and may only suggest a

possible trend in the information shown. A serious extrapolation to the physical

pion mass must await a more sophisticated analysis capable of properly accounting

for correlations among the computed points.

5.5. Mass Dependence of Amplitudes

Note that the trend in the AIM and -43M figures suggests a dependence on

the pion mass. Both amplitudes tend to decrease as the simulation pion mass

approaches the chiral limit. This mass dependence was first stressed by the ELC

group39.
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Figure 5.5.1: Graph of .4(fig87r) versus Tn-*jmD- The line does not
take into account correlations between plotted points.

We examine the pion mass dependence of the correlation functions fig87r, fig8K,

and fig8an in Figures 5.5.1, 5.5.2, and 5.5.3 respectively. The abscissa and ordi-

nate of each graph is scaled to the same units as the Ay2 and Ay2 amplitudes.

The figure eight amplitudes have the same a~3 dependence as do the isospin am-

plitudes.

Again, the lines drawn through the measured points are a X2 minimization

assuming that the displayed uncertainties are uncorrelated. These lines are offered

as an illustration of gross trends in the points shown.
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Figure 5.5.2: Graph of A(&g8K) versus mr/mD. The line does not
take into account correlations between plotted points.

Note that the pion mass dependence in the fig87r and fig8an amplitudes is

apparently much more drastic than for the fig8K amplitude. The lines through

the measured points for fig8ir and ng8an seem to suggest a direct proportionality

of these amplitudes to the pion mass. The amplitude for fig8K seems to approach

a non-zero value at the physical pion mass.

We attempt to understand the momentum dependence of these amplitudes by

studying continuum models. The lattice amplitudes are calculated "at rest" (see

Sect. 4.4). The IT, K, and D particles then have four-momenta

Px = (mT ,0) (5.5.1a)
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Figure 5.5.3: Graph of >l(ng8an) versus m*/m#. The line does not
take into account correlations between plotted points.

PK = (5.5.16)

(5.5.1c)

Therefore, the lattice amplitudes are calculated at a point in momenta space

where total three-momentum is conserved but energy is not. Continuum models

should then be studied subject to the same "at rest" kinematical constraint. We

then compute the "at rest" D —> Kir amplitudes using the vacuum saturation

approximation48.

Start with (Kir\7ieJf\D) where HeJf is defined in Eq. (3.2.23). The vacuum

state is inserted into the matrix element in all possible ways. Among the resulting
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amplitudes take, as an example, the fig87r amplitudes:

(5.5.2a)

Avs (fig&r2) = <w| - uaAMdb\(l)(K\s%ca\D) (5.5.2b)

where the other possible insertions of the vacuum state are recognized as the

•4(fig8K) and ,4(fig8an) amplitudes. The indices a and b are color indices. The

Fierz relation Eq. (4.5.37) was used in the derivation of Eq. (5.5.2b) in order to

rearrange the fermion fields in 0%.

The matrix element of the axial current ua.A''d* is parameterized in terms of

the pion decay constant fr

<7r|uM"d6|O) = ^ / T p 5 . (5.5.3)

The three-point function involving the vector current s*T ,̂co can be parame-

terized in the helicity basis7

{K\s%c«\D) =

2 2
D-mK (<>)(n2\

\9 )

where

p (r) (5.5.56)

and the form factors satisfy /^+^(0) = /(°)(0). The momentum transfer q^ is
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Combining Eq. (5.5.3) and Eq. (5.5.4) with the "at rest" kinematic constraint

yields for fig87r

= fxmK (mD + mK)f$lK (q2) (5.5.6a)

•4(fig87T2) = jff*mx(mD + mK)f$lK (q2) (5.5.64)

where q2 = {mo — mjc)2- Compare these expressions to the expressions derived

from the same parameterizations but now with the on shell kinematical relation

?M = (PD ~ PK),i = Px?

^(ngSvn) = fx (mj, - ml) f$lK (q2) (5.5.7a)

.4(fig87r2) = 1 / , (m2
D - m\) f{°lK (q2) (5.5.76)

where q2 = m\.

The form factor f^(q2) appearing in these equations is evaluated at a momen-

tum transfer that depends on which kinematical condition is selected. This form

factor as a function of q2 has previously been measured on the lattice49.

The vacuum saturation results predict a direct proportionality between the

fig8?r amplitudes and mT for the "at rest" condition. Figure 5.5.4 shows A(fig,8ir)

as determined on the lattice but now divided by the mass behavior expected

from vacuum saturation and the "at rest" condition. The line drawn through

the points now seems to suggest that an extrapolation to mr would give a non-

zero result. The vacuum saturation calculation only accounts for the factorizable

portion of the amplitude. Since the lattice results also include non-factorizable

contributions, the m , mass dependence of the vacuum saturation results should

only be considered an approximation to the behavior of the lattice amplitudes.
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Figure 5.5.4: Graph of A(&g8ir) divided by the mass dependence
expected for "at rest" kinematics in the continuum vacuum saturation
approximation versus m*/m£>. The line does not take into account
correlations between points.

The "at rest" condition for fig8K yields in the vacuum saturation approximation

= ^fKmK(mD + m,)/jJL, {q2)
N

A(fig8K2) = fh'mK (mD + mT) /{J2,T (q2)

(5.5.8a)

(5.5.86)

where q2 = (m/> — mT)2. The fig8K amplitude is then expected to be much less

sensitive to a decrease in the pion mass. Figure 5.5.2 is apparently consistent with

this observation.
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Finally, for fig8an the "at rest" amplitudes are

tiq2) (5.5.9a)

A (fig8an2) = fDmD (mK - mT) f$lx (q2) (5.5.9b)

where q2 = (m# + mr)
2. Crossing symmetry has been used to write (K 7r|sVMd|0)

in terms of the matrix element (ir|sV^d|7r).

The factorizable contributions to fig8an are proportional to m[c—mr and there-

fore vanish in the SU(Z)f limit. The mass dependence shown in Fig. 5.5.3 seems

to depart from this predicted behavior. The right-most two points of Fig. 5.5.3

are calculated in the 517(3) limit. Instead of vanishing at these two points, the

amplitude is apparently large. This may be an indication that the non-factorizable

contributions neglected in Eq. (5.5.9) are significant for fig8an.

5.6. Ratios

Ratios are studied on the lattice for three reasons. First, remember that the

lattice D decay amplitudes regain their appropriate dimensional units by multipli-

cation by a"3. Since the inverse lattice spacing a"1 is considered to have a large

systematic uncertainty, the amplitudes have a large systematic uncertainty. On

the other hand, ratios of amplitudes, are dimensionless and thus less sensitive to

scale uncertainties. Second, lattice quantities are all highly correlated. One hopes

that the correlated uncertainties in the numerator and the denominator of a ratio

can be combined to yield a ratio with a significance perhaps greater than the sig-

nificance to which either the numerator or denominator alone can be determined.

Finally, it is easiest to make contact with continuum models through ratios. For

example, in the vacuum saturation approximation taking the SU(3) limit allows
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Figure 5.6.1: Graph of the ratio of isospin amplitudes
versus m */m0. The point at lower left is the ratio derived from ex-
periment. The line does not take into account correlations between
plotted points.

a cancellation between the numerator and denominator of the form factors and

decay constants that appear as parameters in the formulas for the amplitudes.

Figure 5.6.1 shows values of the ratio of Ay2 to A3/2 amplitudes. The ratios

are calculated by X2 fits to a constant function. Possible time dependencies in the

TI ratio are simply neglected since the time dependent terms cannot currently be

resolved. Some of the details for these fits are found in section 1.19. Note from

table 1.20.1 that the X2 values for fits to the constant model function are large.
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Figure 5.6.2: The ratio >*(fig8K)/.4(fig87r) versus "Vm/?. T h e n eS"
ative value of this ratio shows destructive interference between the
spectator and the color suppressed spectator process. The line does
not take into account correlations between plotted points.

The sample plot of the TI ratio and the accompanying fit in figure 1.19.1 shows

that the fit to the lattice results is poor.

The point at bottom left of figure 5.6.1 shows the experimentally derived isospin

amplitude ratio as found by a best fit to equations 1.5. This corresponds to the

value shown in Eq. (1.8). Only a qualitative comparison can be made between the

lattice results and the experimentally derived value since the lattice amplitudes

axe taken at rest.
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Figure 5.6.3s The ratio -4(fig8an)/.4(fig87r) versus mr/mD. This is
the ratio of the weak annihilation process to the spectator process. The
line does not take into account correlations between plotted points.

The line drawn through the points is not to be considered more than a "guide

to the eye". This line does not take into account the highly correlated nature of

the points being fitted. The trend indicated by this line for the combined /3 = 6.0

and /? = 5.7 points is for the ratio to increase with decreasing mT. Note that the

trend line may be biased upwards because of the left-most /? = 5.7 point. Note in

particular that there is a much flatter trend in the /? = 6.0 points.
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Figure 5.6.2 shows the lattice results for the ratio of ,4(fig8K) to *4(fig87r) as a

function of the scaled pion mass. Again, the line through the points is not to be

considered a proper extrapolation to the experimental pion mass.

Recall that the analogous quantity to this ratio in continuum models is the

ratio of the color suppressed spectator amplitude to the spectator amplitude.

Note that the lattice result is negative in sign. The two lattice amplitudes then

interfere destructively.

The trend line in the figure indicates that the ratio has a mass dependence.

This mass dependence may be expected based on the VS amplitudes at rest (equa-

tions 5.5.6 and 5.5.S).

Figure 5.6.3 shows the ratio of the weak annihilation amplitude to the spectator

amplitude calculated on the lattice. The central values of each point show figSan

to be a significant fraction of fig87i\ However, the uncertainties preclude any

definite statement. Moreover, sect. 1.11 indicates that the formal X~ fits are poor.

The large X2 value for the sample fit demonstrated in Fig. 1.11.1 is most likely

due to the unknown contribution of time dependent terms.

Since the at rest kineniatical constraint makes it difficult to make direct com-

parisons between the lattice and experiment, we propose studying continuum

models subject to the at rest constraint. The lattice may then serve as a check of

proposed models.

Figure 5.6.4 again shows lattice results for the ratio of 1/2 to 3/a isospin am-

plitudes. However, flavor SU(Z) symmetry has been implemented by setting the

up down and strange quark masses equal to facilitate comparisons to the vacuum

saturation approximation. Again, the line through the data points is meant to

show the overall trend of the points.
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Figure 5.6.4: Graph of the ratio of isospin amplitudes Ax
versus Tnit/mo ^ ^ e S a v o r SU(3) limit. The two points in the lower
left are continuum model vacuum saturation calculations in the fiavor
SU(3) limit. The point labeled 4- is the large N estimate. The point
labeled x retains the !/N terms. The line does not take into account
correlations between plotted points.

The two left-most points in the figure are vacuum saturation model predictions.

The point marked 'xT is the naive vacuum saturation prediction in which the

order VN* terms that arise from the "Fierzed" terms are retained. The point

marked '+T has the Fierzed terms dropped. The isospin amplitude ratio in the

VS approximation is

(5.6.1)
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Figure 5.6.5: The ratio «^(fi68K)/>l(fig8T) versus mr/mD in the
SC(3) flavor limit. The points at middle and upper left are continuum
model vacuum saturation calculations in the flavor SU(3) limit. The
point labeled + is the large N estimate. The point labeled x retains
the YN terms. The line does not take into account correlations between
plotted points.

where taking VN = VJ yields the naive VS result and X/N = 0 corresponds to

dropping the Fierz terms. The Wilson coefficients are taken to be c\ = 1.19 and

c2 = -0.400 where fi = 1.5(1) GeV and A ^ = O^OOf^gjGeV. The ranges

about the VS points in the figure reflect the uncertainties in n and A-w .̂

Recall that when SU(3) flavor symmetry is imposed the VS annihilation am-

plitude vanishes (see Eq. (5.5.9)). However, the lattice calculation includes non-

factorizable contributions in addition to the factorizable VS contribution.
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Figure 5.6.6: Graph of the ratio -4(fig8an)/.4(fig87r) versus
in the SJ7(3)/ limit. This is the ratio of the weak annihilation pro-
cess to the spectator process. The point at zero in bottom left in-
dicates that for a continuum vacuum saturation calculation, in the
SU(Z)f limit, the annihilation amplitude vanishes by current conserva-
tion. The line does not take into account correlations between plotted
points.

Next, we examine the ratio of fig8K to fig87r amplitudes in the limit of SU(3)

flavor symmetry. The ratio is shown in Fig. 5.6.5. Again, the left-most two points

are the predictions of the VS approximation. From Eq. (5.5.8) and Eq. (5.5.6) the

ratio in VS approximation is given by

-4(fig8K)
.4(fig87T)

(5.6.2)
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The figure shows that keeping the Fierzed terms ( I/N= lfi) in the expression above

results the ratio being quite small (point 'x ' ) . The effect of dropping the Fierzed

terms is shown by point '+' . The figure also shows that this particular ratio is

sensitive to the values used for the Wilson coefficients ci and c2.

Finally, in Fig. 5.6.5 we show the ratio of the lattice annihilation amplitude

to the figSfr amplitude. Again, the uncertainties shown for the points are large

possibly due to time dependent terms of unknown size. The point on the left

indicates a ratio of zero as predicted by the VS approximation in the SU(3) limit

(see Eq. (5.5.9)).

5.7. Lattice Vacuum Saturation

Return to figures 5.3.1 through 5.3.3 and observe the overall magnitude of the

correlations functions in the figures. Neglecting effects due to time dependencies,

take the "plateau" at large time-slices as a measure of the corresponding ampli-

tude. Note that The fig87ri function {O\ operator) is larger in magnitude than

fig87ro. For the fig8K functions, fig8K2 has the larger magnitude. According to

Sect. 4.5.4 these observations are qualitatively in agreement with the leading or-

der behavior expected in the !/N expansion (see Table 4.5.1). The annihilation

functions do not seem to agree with the */N expectations since both fig8anj and

fig8an2 are approximately equal in magnitude.

The vacuum saturation expressions for the fig8 amplitudes discussed in Sect. 5.5

determine the relative contributions of the factorizable pieces of each amplitude.

Consider the VS expressions for figSff (Eqs. 5.5.6). In the VS approximation

the magnitude of the fig87r2 amplitude is one third of the fig8Ti amplitude and

the two amplitudes have the same sign. Note that in Fig. 5.3.1 although the
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fig8JT2 amplitude has roughly expected order of magnitude it has the opposite

sign relative to fig87ri. Taking the ratio of the lattice ug87T2 to fig87Ti functions

yields the value -.37(8).

The discrepancy between the vacuum saturation prediction and the four-point

function calculation on the lattice may be due to non-factorizable contributions

that are manifestly present in the lattice calculation but which are not included

by the vacuum saturation calculation.

At leading order the */N expansion and vacuum saturation are the same since

leading order planar diagrams are factorizable and the effect of planar gluons in

the VS expression is absorbed into the definitions of form factors. Non-factorizable

contributions first occur at order VN along with the factorizable contributions as

represented by the Fierz term in VS.

The observation that the non-factorizable contributions cannot a priori be con-

sidered negligible compared to the factorizable contributions at order */N may then

suggest that all order VN should be dropped on the basis of consistency. This is

then the motivation in dropping the Fierz terms in the VS approximation.

Factorization an important tool for calculation. The lesson of the J/N expansion

is that it can be used to find the leading order behavior of amplitudes. At order

VN, the large N expansion warns of the approximation we make in using VS.

On the lattice we make a direct test of the vacuum saturation approximation

by calculating amplitudes both from four-point functions and by implementing

VS on the lattice (see Sects. 4.5.5 and 4.8.2).

Figure 5.7.1 shows the TI ratio for the fig87Ti function computed by the four-

point function and in the VS approximation. The difference between the four-

point function values and the VS function values appears to be consistent with
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Figure 5.7.1: TI ratio for fig8iri and the lattice vacuum saturation
function fig87r^5 versus <#. The vacuum saturation points are slightly
displaced horizontally for added legibility. These correlation functions
are renormalized to the continuum. The quantity fig8iri is order 1 in
the VN expansion.

deviations at the order VN level. A effect of this order of magnitude is exactly

what one expects from nonfactorizable effects (which will include final state in-

teractions).

Next consider fig87T2 which according to the VN expansion is to leading order

VN- Figure 5.7.2 indeed does show that the difference between the VS values and

the four-point function values are of the same order of magnitude as the functions
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Figure 5.7.2: TI ratio for figSro and the lattice vacuum saturation
function figSTr^5 versus <#• These correlation functions are renormal-
ized to the continuum. The quantity fig8^2 is order J/N in the 1/N
expansion.

themselves. Note that the vacuum saturation value even has the opposite sign

relative to the four-point function value.

As a check, note that the vacuum saturation results fig87T^5 and fig87r^5 have

the same relative sign and approximately the correct relative magnitudes expected

by Eq. (5.5.6).

This discussion focused upon fig8n\ The observations above were also found to

hold for figSK and figSan.
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volume should reduce statistical errors to a level where there will be an unam-

biguous signal for any time dependence. An additional requirement of X2 fitting

this time dependence to a model is a lattice that has a sufficiently large number

of time-slices distributed over a large range of physical time. The large range of

physical time will ensure that the final state particles can be well separated in

time. A large range in time should make the time dependence more pronounced.

The use of spatially extended interpolating fields for calculating correlation func-

tions is suggested since they can be made to couple better to particle states of

interest. The rapid fall-off of excited states should then increase the time range

that can be used in fits. Finally, a sufficient number of time samples are required

to obtain a reasonable X2 fit.

If the time dependent terms could be resolved, then using the continuum Eu-

clidean model as a guide, it may be possible to make a quantitative determination

of the K 7T s-wave scattering lengths. The experimentally determined scattering

phase shifts indicate the importance of determining the K v scattering parameters

in D decays. In addition, the issue of a possible 0+ resonance in the 1/2 isospin

channel may be clarified.

Continuum Euclidean results indicate that matrix elements are simplest to

interpret when calculated "at rest" (i.e. with po = p% — px = 0). In this study

all matrix elements were calculated at rest. Lattice amplitudes calculated with

this unphysical kinematical constraint indicate a mass dependence when plotted

as a function of the simulation pion mass. A vacuum saturation (VS) calculation

indicates that such mass dependences may be understood within the context of

such models subject to the same kinematical at rest constraint as the lattice
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Chapter 6.

Conclusion

Euclidean four-point functions on the lattice have proven to be both theoreti-

cally and technically challenging.

The matrix elements extracted from the four-point functions in this study con-

tain two strongly interacting particles in the final state. Continuum studies in

Euclidean space show that the functions used in the standard lattice technique to

study Euclidean matrix elements have a complicated time dependence due to final

state interactions. A similar behavior may be expected in the lattice calculations.

The exact nature of this time dependence within the finite volume of the lattice

with its discrete momenta deserves further study.

The lattices used in this exploratory study (243 x 39 /? = 6.0) seemed just large

enough in physical volume and long enough in physical time units to merely detect

the presence of a time dependence. We attempted to study the time dependence

on the lattice using continuum results as a model. With the lattices used, the

individual time dependent terms proved impossible to resolve. At the cost of

introducing a potentially large systematic error, time dependence was neglected

in the extraction of matrix elements.

The separation of time dependent terms from the desired matrix elements will

likely require lattices of larger physical volume. Careful attention must be given

to reducing correlations among gauge configurations. Perhaps this is best ac-

complished by generating several sequences of gauge configurations from several

independent starts rather than a large number of configurations from one or two

starts. A large sample of configurations combined with a lattice of large physical
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amplitudes. Note that even when subject to the at rest constraint, lattice results

may still serve as a valuable check upon continuum models.

Quantities such as the ratio of the color suppressed spectator amplitude to

the spectator amplitude, the ratio of the annihilation amplitude to the spectator

amplitude and the ratio of Ay2 to Ay2 amplitudes calculated on the lattice were

compared to the predictions of the VS model. Vacuum saturation predictions

are shown for both the naive vacuum saturation approximation (keeping order

VN terms) as well as with order 1/a terms dropped. Dropping order */N terms is

motivated by the */N expansion5 and the model of Stech4 et al. At present, the

lattice results allow only qualitative comparisons with continuum models.

Vacuum saturation was implemented on the lattice as a test of factorization

and of the VS approximation. The lattice results show qualitative agreement of

four-point function amplitudes and VS amplitudes for amplitudes estimated to be

order 1 in the */N expansion. Lattice vacuum saturation amplitudes for amplitudes

predicted to be order J/N seemed to differ markedly from the four-point function

result. According to VN expansion expectations, at order J/N both factorizable and

non-factorizable contributions are present. These non-factorizable contributions

are represented in the four-point function result while absent from the lattice VS

result. These lattice results may then indicate that non-factorizable contributions

present at order VN are significant.
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Appendix I.
Tabulated Results and Graphs: (5 = 6.0

I.I. Pion Masses and Z Values

Lattice
(configs) t Range z* Covar. Coeff.

X2

rid

«u,<* = -155

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.465(29)

0.478(19)

0.471(21)

0.318(9)

0.316(5)

0.317(6)

1 0.857
0.857 1

1 0.707
0.707 1

1 0.831
0.831 1

0.34
3

2.8
3

0.70
3

«„ ,,* = .154

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.502(26)

0.497(17)

0.501(18)

0.381(7)

0.373(6)

0.379(5)

1 0.867
0.867 1

1 0.818
0.818 1

1 0.848
0.848 1

0.18
3

1.1
3

0.77
3

KUA = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.575(25)

0.569(19)

0.574(18)

0.489(6)

0.483(6)

0.487(5)

1 0.903
0.903 1

1 0.912
0.912 1

1 0.897
0.897 1

1.2
3

1.2
3

1.8
3

Table 1.1.1: Pion two-point function fits for the 3 = 6.0 lattices. The model
function fitted is f(t) = ^e~mt.
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Figure 1.1.1: Pion propagator with Kud = .155 for the combined /3 = 6.0
lattices.
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1.2. Kaon Masses and Z Values

Lattice
(configs) t Range ZK TTlfc Covar. Coeff.

nd

Ku,i = .155, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.513(25)

0.503(17)

0.510(18)

0.411(7)

0.402(6)

0.408(5)

1 0.857
0.857 1

1 0.824
0.824 1

1 0.844
0.844 1

0.37
3

1.0
3

1.1
3

« u d = .154, n, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.535(25)

0.527(17)

0.533(18)

0.437(7)

0.430(6)

0.435(5)

1 0.881
0.881 1

1 0.878
0.878 1

1 0.871
0.871 1

0.64
3

0.77
3

1.3
3

«u,d = -152, it, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.575(25)

0.569(19)

0.574(18)

0.489(6)

0.483(6)

0.487(5)

1 0.903
0.903 1

1 0.912
0.912 1

1 0.897
0.897 1

1.2
3

1.2
3

1.8
3

Table 1.2.1: Kaon two-point function fits for the /3 = 6.0 lattices. The
model function fitted is f(t) = f-|e-mt .
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Figure 1.2.1: Kaon propagator with KUI<J = .155, K3 = .152 for the combined
,3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.3. D Masses and 2 Values

Lattice
(configs) t Range zD mo Covar. Coeff. *!

nd

Ktt,d = .155, ne = .118

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.777(45)

.750(44)

0.770(34)

1.18(1)

1.17(1)

1.18(1)

1 0.913
0.913 1

1 .909
.909 1

1 0.905
0.905 1

2.9
3

.96
3

3.8
3

KUti = .154, ne = .118

163 X 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.821(43)

0.803(36)

0.821(33)

1.20(1)

1.19(1)

1.20(1)

1 0.911
0.911 1

1 0.887
0.887 1

1 0.905
0.905 1

3.5
3

1.4
3

4.6
3

«u,rf = .152, Ke = .118

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[12,16]

[12,16]

[12,16]

0.909(42)

0.904(25)

0.915(32)

1.23(1)

1.23(1)

1.233(5)

1 0.898
0.898 1

1 0.832
0.832 1

1 0.895
0.895 1

4.4
3

2.0
3

6.0
3

Ku,d = .155, Ke = .135

243 x 39
(8)

[12,16] 0.665(33) 0.818(9)
1 0.904

0.904 1
0.93

3

Table 1.3.1: D two-point function fits for the j3 = 6.0 lattices. The model
function fitted is f{t) = f^e""".
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Figure 1.3.1: D propagator with KUJ = .155, Ke = .118 for the combined
Q = 6.0 lattices.
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1.4. Scalar Masses and Z Values

Lattice
(configs)

t Range Z,ealar Covar. Coeff.
nd

«u,d = -155, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 X 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

0.546(309)

0.851(143)

0.708(285)

0.731(115)

0.789(42)

0.771(82)

1 0.985
0.985 1

1 0.945
0.945 1

1 0.983
0.983 1

2.9
4

3.1
4

5.3
4

nu,4 = .154, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

0.535(221)

0.890(98)

0.643(191)

0.735(82)

0.812(31)

0.762(59)

1 0.981
0.981 1

1 0.943
0.943 1

1 0.980
0.980 1

2.2
4

3.8
4

4.3
4

nUtd = .152, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

0.562(170)

0.920(102)

0.624(144)

0.768(60)

0.858(31)

0.787(46)

1 0.978
0.978 1

1 0.960
0.960 1

1 0.978
0.978 1

2.4
4

9.7
4

3.8
4

Table 1.4.1: Scalar two-point function fits for the /? = 6.0 lattices. The
model function fitted is f(t) = ^e~mt.
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[Combined /3=6.00 «u,d=0.155 «s=0.152 KC=0.118]
Figure 1.4.1: Scalar propagator with «„,<< = .155, K, = .152 for the com-
bined /3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.5. 6m Mass Differences

Lattice
(configs) t Range Co Sm Covar. Coeff. *!

nd
Ku,d = .155, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

1.7(16)

4.5(13)

2.7(18)

0.0095(1119)

-0.087(39)

-0.038(79)

1 -0.980
-0.980 1

1 -0.949
-0.949 1

1 -0.974
-0.974 1

2.7
4

2.9
4

5.1
4

KUtd = .154, K, = .152

163 X 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

1.6(12)

3.8(6)

2.3(12)

0.091(84)

0.013(26)

0.059(59)

1 -0.978
-0.978 1

1 -0.960
-0.960 1

1 -0.972
-0.972 1

2.0
4

3.9
4

3.9
4

KUtd = .152, K, = .152

163 x 39
(19)

243 x 39
(8)

Combined
(27)

[9,14]

[9,14]

[9,14]

1.6(8)

2.6(5)

1.8(7)

0.22(6)

0.18(2)

0.20(5)

1 -0.974
-0.974 1

1 -0.947
-0.947 1

1 -0.972
-0.972 1

2.5
4

9.9
4

3.4
4

Table 1.5.1: Fit to the ratio G^JiG^G^) versus t. The model func-
tion fitted is f(t) = coe

im*. From the asymptotic behavior of the propagators
it is expected that Sm = -(mJeaJor - mK - mT).
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Figure 1.5.1: Ratio of propagators with «Uid = .152, K, = .152 for the
combined /3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.6.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range o2 Covar. Coeff.

nd

K M = .155, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

1.3(2)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.2
4

«Uid = .154, KS = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

1.5(2)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1.4
4

«u,d = -152, K, = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

1.5(1)
0.0"
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2.3
4

Table 1.6.1: Fits to TI ratio for fig8ffeonJ versus tK for the (3 = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) = oi + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) =
ai + o2eaa'. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.6.1: Fit to the TI ratio for fig8ireont versus tK for the combined
/? = 6.0 lattices.
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1.7. .A(fig8K)

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

KM =

/
[12,16]

*u,d =

/
[12,16]

«M =

I
[12,16]

a2

a3

.155, K, = .152, Ke

-0.54(19)
0.0*
0.0'

.154, K, = .152, ne

-0.53(15)
0.0*
0.0'

. 1 5 2 , K, = . 1 5 2 , Ke ••

-0.40(9)
0.0*
0.0*

Covar.

= .118

1
0
0

= .118

1
0
0

= .118

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Coeff.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

X!

nd

2.3
4

2.1
4

2.3
4

Table 1.7.1: Fits to TI ratio for fig8Keof" versus tK for the /3 = 6.0
lattices. Model Function I is f(t) = Oi + a2f + azt2- Model Function II is
/ (t) = ax+a2e°3 ' . Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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0.5

fig8K (cont.)

-CD

O . Q l l -

-0.5

-1.0
0 5 . 1 0 , . 15 20

time—slice
[Combined £=6.00 Ku,d=0.155 K S =0.152 « C =0.11S]

Figure I.T.I: Fit to TI ratio for fig8Ke0T" versus tK for the combined '3 = 6.0
lattices.
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1.8. «A(fig8an)

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

Ku,d = -155

/
[12,16]

KU:d = .154

/
[12,16]

KUM = .152,

/
[12,16]

a3

Covar. Coeif.

, K, = .152, KC = .118

1.7(6)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

K, = .152, KC = .118

1.5(6)
0.0*

o.o-

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

K, = .152, KC = .118

1.4(6)
0.0'
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

7.1
4

5.5
4

3.9
4

Table 1.8.1: Fits to TI ratio for fig8ancont versus tK for the 0 = 6.0
lattices. Model Function I is f(t) = a t + a?t + a3t

2. Model Function II is
/ (t) = ax -t-a2e

a:>t. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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- 1

i i i I i r 1 ' I " • ' '
fig8an (cont.)

OlhB tD m
CD

O 5 . 1 0 , . 15 20
time—slice

[Combined /3=6.00 Ku,d=0.155 K S = 0 . 1 5 2 K C = 0 . 1 1 8 ]

Figure 1.8.1: Fit to TI ratio for fig8anc<mt versus tK for the combined
3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.9.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

««,d =

/

[12,16]

«u,«i =

/

[12,16]

««,<* =

/
[12,16]

ai

a2

a3

.155, K, = .152, Ke

-0.35(7)
0.0*
0.0*

.154, K, = .152, Ke

-0.32(6)
0.0*
0.0*

.152, K, = .152, KC

-0.25(4)
0.0*
0.0*

Covar.

= .118

1 0
0 0
0 0

= .118

1 0
0 0
0 0

= .118

1 0
0 0
0 0

Coeff.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

* :
nd

3.6
4

1.7
4

0.92
4

Table 1.9.1: Fits to figSK/fig^ versus tK for the 0 = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is f(t) = a : -t-a2i + a3i2. Model Function II is f(t) = a t + a2ea3t.
Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.9.1: Fit to figSK/fjggjr versus tK for the combined (3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.10.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

«u.d = -155,

[12,16]

N M = .154,

[12,16]

Ku,d = .152,

[12,16]

a2

0.15(1)
o.o-
0.0*

K, = .152, K

0.12(1)
0.0*
0.0*

K, = .152, Kc

0.098(4)
0.0'
0.0*

Covar.

. = .118
1 0
0 0
0 0

: = .118

1 0
0 0
0 0

= .118

1 0
0 0
0 0

Coeff.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2.2
4

1.6
4

0.93
4

vsTable 1.10.1: Fits to figSK /figSji-vs versus tK for the /? = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) = ai + a2t + a3f

3. Model Function II is f(t) =
ax + a2eO3t. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.10.1: Fit to figSK 5/fig8ffv's versus tK for the combined 0 = 6.0
lattices.
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1.11.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range

ai
a2

o3

Covar. Coeff.
Tid

Ku>d = .155, K, = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

1.1(5)
0.0*
0.0'

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

8.2
4

«„,,, = .154, K, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

0.84(42)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

5.1
4

«u>d = .152, K, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

0.76(43)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.3
4

Table 1.11.1: Fits to figSan/fig&r versus tK for the 0 = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is f(t) = ax +a2t + a3t

:i. Model Function II is f(t) = a2 +a2ea s*.
Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.11.1: Fit to n68an/jjg8ff versus tK for the combined /? = 6.0
lattices.
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1.12.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range

a2

a3

Covar. Coeff. *!
rid

Ku,d = .155, K, = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

-0.19(3)
0.0'
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

7.9
4

Ku<d = .154, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

-0.14(2)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

5.3
4

KU><1 = .152, K, = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

-0.018(23)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2.1
4

Table 1.12.1: Fits to fig8an"5/fig8jrv's versus tK for the /3 = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) — a.\ + a^t + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) =
aj + a2e°st. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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.vs.Figure 1.12.1: Fit to fig8an"i/fig87r1'5 versus tK for the combined /? = 6.0

lattices.
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1.13. A3/2

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range

a2 Covar. Coeff.
nd

K _ I C C *. _ 1 M „ _ 1 1 O

Combined
(27) [12,16]

0.55(6)
0.0'
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

5.2
4

Ku>d = .154, K, = .152, «e = .118

Combined
(27) [12,16]

0.60(5)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2.2
4

KU d = .152, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27) [12,16]

0.66(6)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.6
4

Table 1.13.1: Fits to TI ratio for G{^\ versus tK for the /3 = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) = ai + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) =
ai + a2eOs'- Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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5 10.. 15
time—slice

[Combined /?=6.00 /cu,d=0.155 K S =0 .152 KC=0.118]

0

Figure 1.13.1: Fit to TI ratio for G^ versus tK for the combined 0 = 6.0
lattices.
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1.14.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range a2

a3

Covar. Coeff.
nd

Ku,d = -155, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

0.67(7)
0.0*
0.0'

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2.5
4

Ku,d = .154, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

0.73(7)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2.6
4

*u,d = -152, it, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

0.80(6)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.8
4

Table 1.14.1: Fits to TI ratio Gy2
vs versus tK for the /? = 6.0 lattices.

Model Function I is f(i) = ax + a2t + a3t
2. Model Function II is f{t) =

a! + a2e"3t. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.14.1: Fit to TI ratio for G3/2
VS for the combined ,3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.15.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

I
[12,16]

Ku<d = .154

/
[12,16]

*u,d = -152

/
[12,16]

ai
a3

o3

, K, = .152, K

0.74(4)
0.0'
0.0*

, K, = . 1 5 2 , K<

0.78(3)
0.0*
0.0*

, K, = .152, Kt

0.84(2)
0.0*
0.0*

Covar. CoefF.

. = .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

. = .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

= .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

nd

5.4
4

4.4
4

4.8
4

Table 1.15.1: Fits to G^I/Q^S v e r s u s tK for the (3 = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is f(t) = a t + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) = Oj + a2easJ.
Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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0 5 . 1 0 , . 15 20
time—slice

[Combined /3=6.00 «u,d=0.155 K S = 0 . 1 5 2 K C = 0 . 1 1 S ]

Figure 1.15.1: Fit to G3/l/G3/2
VS versus tK for the combined f3 = 6.0

lattices.
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1.16. AV2

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range

a2

03

Covar. CoefF.
nd

nUili = .155, n, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

3.4(7)
0.0'
0.0'

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

6.5
4

Nu-i = .154, «, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

3.3(6)
0.0'
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

5.4
4

KUii = .152, K, = .152, NC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

3.2(8)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

4.1
4

Table 1.16.1: Fits to TI ratio for G^ versus tK for the & = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) = a t + a2t + a3f

2. Model Function II is f(t) =
a t + a2east. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.16.1: Fit to TI ratio for G(Q versus tK for the combined /? = 6.0
lattices.
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LIT.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

«u,d = -15S

/
[12,16]

NU,J = .154

/
[12,16]

KUid = .152

/
[12,16]

a2

as

t, K, = . 1 5 2 , K

0.51(9)
0.0*
0.0*

, K, = . 1 5 2 , K<

0.68(8)
0.0*
0.0*

0.97(6)
0.0*

o.o-

Covar. Coeff.

: = .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

. = .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

= .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

nd

8.1
4

6.4
4

2.5
4

Table 1.17.1: Fits to TI ratio for Gy/S versus tK for the /? = 6.0 lattices.
Model Function I is f(t) = aj + a2t + a3f

2. Model Function II is f(t) =
Oj + a2eaa '. Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.17.1: Fit to TI ratio for G i / / 5 versus tK for the combined j3 = 6.0
lattices.
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L18.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(2?)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Model
t Range

Ku>d = .155

/
[12,16]

«u,d = •!&

/

[12,16]

*u.d — -152

/
[12,16]

ai
a2
a3

, K, = .152, K,

4.3(18)
0.0*
O.C*

, K, = .152, Kt

4.2(11)
0.0*
0.0*

3.0(8)
0.0'
0.0'

Covar. Coeff.

. = .us
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

= .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

= .118

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

*!
nd

7.0
'4

7.2
4

3.8
4

Table 1.18.1: Fits to ^ I / I /GI /O 1 ' 5 versus tK for the 0 = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is f(t) — ax + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) = ax + a2ea3 '.
Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.18.1: Fit to G\%/Gi/2
VS versus tK for the combined (3 = 6.0

lattices.
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1.19.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range o2

as
Covar. CoefF.

X2

nd

KU|d = .155, K, = .152, K, = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

5.1(18)
0.0*
0.0'

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

7.4
4

KUI(J = .154, K, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

5.2(14)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

5.2
4

Ku,d = .152, K, = .152, Ke = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[12,16]

4.2(12)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.4
4

Table 1.19.1: Fits to Gyl/GQ versus tK for the /? = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is /(*) = ai + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is / ( ( ) = at + a2easl.
Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.19.1: Fit to ^1/2/Gffi versus tK for the combined /3 = 6.0 lattices.
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1.20.

Lattice
(configs)

Combined
(27)

Combined
(27)

Combined

Model
t Range

KU|j = .155

/
[12,16]

Ku.rf = -15^

/
[12,16]

«Uid = .152

/
[12,16]

a2

a3

Covar. Coeff.

, K , = .152, KC = .118

0.79(7)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

, K, = .152, KC = .118

0.93(4)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

, K, = .152, KC = .118

1.19(5)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

X!
nd

7.9
4

5.5
4

2.1
4

Table 1.20.1: Fits to Gi/f/<?^f versus tK for the (3 = 6.0 lattices. Model
Function I is f(t) = ai +aa< + a3t

2. Model Function II is f(t) = at + oae
a3'.

Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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Figure 1.20.1: Fit to Gi/f/Gp versus tK for the combined /? = 6.0 lattices.
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1.21.

Lattice
(configs)

Model
t Range

o2

a3

Covar. CoefF. *!
nd

Ku,d = .155, K, = .152, nt = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[9,14]

0.14(7)
0.0*
0.0"

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.6
5

KM = -154, K, = .152, KC = .118

Combined
(27)

/
[9,14]

0.10(4)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

3.5
5

KUi(i = .152, K, = .152, ne = .118

Combined
(27)

I
[9,14]

0.058(21)
0.0*
0.0*

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

4.1
5

Table 1.21.1: Fits to TI ratio for W versus tK for the 0 = 6.0
lattices. Model Function I is f{t) = a\ + a2t + a3t

2. Model Function II is
/ (t) — a\ + a2eas\ Parameters that are held fixed are followed by an asterisk.
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tiDna5ofis5HC&tiiiffi;indices3ai;, j&, ^,andlfealba^wit |]iivaiaiiiia5"ihtiernall' degpeessofi

freedbnnsuc}iias>spihi,,coibrc andi direction:. T3tecranlta;oft Mbntfe1 Glarib)simulations:;

i tiHese? functions; computed! axidistbreailaBi

floatiiigrptrintt datai tjjpe? anravs; indfexedi By t i i e discrete; sett off agacE-tiine poiiats

andl tiipE valiiess ofisn$y ihtfemall degsess aE fib^adbnn.

Jiiiî SEE multidinieiisionail arKEVs? nuiKtt f tiran QES mtippedl intci) t l iE lineanr

spaces <& a* GomputeE. Mil nnilHdimenaQiralldktm a t i ^ a s arae stoiEdl iin

denatedi iin ETSLEEHEÊ Ŝ  a s q j ^ c ^ x ^ t t ) ) . Ms one; moves? tJtirQugtia ttite liimarr adilisss5

space mapping; c£ tniss Hilary,', iit iss s t i t e leffiHnaostt iisdexv' feliatt Kliangtttfc; fiEsteatt wiiilte

t i i e TTT jxjl t j-nrmstr index: (r tiiatt diaugtsE sfevestr..

TnenE ane txwwnrt\Uri\i^si^ nsedl fh-rr dkfrai anjayiE. GSniBineiranne quantityv' iv witiii

intei!nalldegEes;a£fisssdi3inii;ii, ,.z^i andl tnatfcitt depeirdfc am ttnEEspacs-tfiiiKpDiiitr..

A-ssumee tnafe t i re r r m ^ ; affannrdinHtesj foir spaGertinre; latttiiBe pjoiirtSB iks CD < ar, .ŷ  .2: <c

ns — II and! CD S ^ < : n~t; —11 a » fcnate telie? lktttice? iss off size? n ^ x< n^;..

T h e ' firstt possible1 caxiering; is; tiniBrslice" ordering; iin wniblii tilie" anna^.' iss Wiabtem

im FGXBiliKi&Nr notatioiri asi v(iiii, , ii,, -x;.x;; zz, .tt) L . 'Sie? tiine1 index: being; t f e slbwestt

d tangingindex: meanss tinafe i t is= convenientr toj process^ bire^ datai piecewise3 b y taking,

EL "slice5' tlirouglii ii? witilb alll datai values^ im ar. slice Having, a fixedl tiine^ value:
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TDkee second! ordering, tikatt is? used! i s njjperplane ordering,. Ekclii space-time?

point: ('arvai,r,,fe)) ikiaasign3^tiQ>aiax,BBEBlkne;ptiytli&rnue'p=^x'®y/®-2:®-tt wlkere?

tn& operation: (&• ia- modularr addition! witlki 0) <? jp <. W& and! alll quantiliesr willl

oaye? per iodic boundary conditions; iin tnee spatial i diEectibnai. THiem a r e fcHeni n/s,

hspecglanes eaclii b^jjenglane1 containing n^ x< nn spacer-times points..

BaiF©BnTHiA^s^l&arra7.uotatibiiitr3ie;nx.BBi^lEa]Kai^

v(i i , ,%,x,^.tevff)- Tffle; aypeEplan&index; naw brang fe l a s t indexs. and! tiiuss

t l ieonestna^ cnangsaBslbwestr,. indieasite Gonyenientt,tiO)nianiguiktee slicessoEdatai fcliafe

alii EeUmg. to> tlie? same- awpenplanei. P lac ing tike; datai im tiwpersprane? arderr h.ass fene"

desirable featiure? alii tikee neajsafe neigttboiss to^ a* gwem poiiite om a^peEgdane1 pj ate-

.

Etar pjcanfe oni fcne? time; boundariess ii = OD Jtrnti ft :=i n\i —13,. feBae? neacestt neiglibDir

conditiQiii m a y bee modifiedl depending; am wlketiieir perabdic: air penfecttLy;- absorbing;

conduibns; ace- desiredl rTOvrp bnundar^; Gonditdonss arae

strife acca^aB ini tine tsblfe:

• direction!

1 m
\ n
\ 2

1 33
| 4i

imaxestt ireigiffimr to v.(dij,, -, i\n OR -^ ̂ 1 ff))

v(ii-, ,ii,,*iz44;ff®n))

vfijij -,ijrs.yv'(EBl!,.z^.t'"v|i)QJ;ll))

v^iiij T ifn -y>i ̂ z© H •t', .{P®i H))

v(ib ,ij,,.y^,.ttffil^ff®ll))

J v(dU, ,jjn*;^,,t(iff@^)

v(fo, ,4inj5'@Ha%.tli,H)@ll))

w(iib, ,Jir,.yv^@u,,tt,.ffe-ii))

Having thz- nearestr neigiibors- to a point? oni liypenplknes^ diiEerentt bEam tike* n y -

perplaneeafblie? point lias^ aumericall adwantages Erognamsi m u s t be1 wnititeni to> use

vectorizatiom ta> take3 fiilll advantage' off bike? numberHnmnnning; ability ofi supeccom^

puters . Wliem computations are vectorized! pipelining no; lbngec guacantees. tike

upda t ing oil aj memoEy lbcatibni witlh a; new. result willl oeaiirr before • bliat datunu is-
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needed!for: aifuture? operationi. Compilers) are- usually good! a t detectings suchidatai

degendencdes and! willi refuse? to> vectorize? programi segments > wiieni sunrh degenden--

cies; exist. The> adgpriihms^ usedl iiu this? lattice? gauge1 theory/ work; t o compute.1 some1

quantity atoaigjyemgxiuittonL^depTendloniquaTitiiiesiatthatr point andlquantiibies?att

the nearestnieighliorcgoiritSi Mathematicali apterations; performedi oni at h^peEplane

a t 3i time should! them vectorize.

H12L Gauge; GanflguratiraiB;

^ tgjpihallgauge^ link: variable- GT̂ iar)) is; a= comprexc 35 x< 3> matrix: fchatr depends; am

Uiut dusctdbni p aadx spacertime coordinates; a>;.y;.x,,fe. The? configuration! off these5

gauge? fields; cam lie? stored! ihi severall formats*:

} daLaifuiiuaLi
dataafflfenansEE

| u(tmw,;.CQl|./:£ix;.y;a',.tt))
u<datc»ir5§;canl%>

! uft<iati>a)<3GQnfig>

] U2BClktc»ir?ccanfig^>

] ^a^tm-calix^fc,!!!))
] uliw^lat^n-CGCHifig^

descrijitibir

Uiin&siiheaEdeinedl. Tl te fiilll cannilex< 31 >« 35 matirihess
stoisd! raw, x< coi;.

TEme-slibeE ordered!. Hackeaii 2 x< 33 matrices staifidi
raw, x<call. HHe; tHirdl caliiinin iss drajigedi. Wssdl and!
inH^naT^'gaEtKfoiradUfnaiirdiEeGtibnsBBasalierflaEscalfedi
i n t e r s iin tiwoo ©3jy wordk. j

THmerslinffi cnxtenedi. Eackeadi 2 >̂  33 maMaess like "iiffl'' j
fiarmatt ®tceptt anstiall indices? Hashes ftaein diiffedi: W j
matrixc ati, sgacGEE t̂iimE cooEdihate? xc \m direnMbni fit # 4i
ife lhcatedi att xc=as -H-/Ii.

Hv-nBrglaTieardGmBdi. Ekckedi2x<33niattices3wliEDEt*iie?
tiiiniiixxw/iEdbagnEdi. Hsallandiinrajgiian^/iiaTittefairalll
ftrurr direetibiiBs packed! ass scaledl ihtegfass im tiwoiGIiajv
wordfe.

As; pai±r o£ the- pacKihgcoffthe' W matnmes? the1 Iastt Eow/oCeachimatEik: iss droppiedi.

Hhs: wholfr W matrix: cam be: reconsteuGtedl by using the1 property thatr foe ,$(#((33) i

matrices
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\viiiciliia;inifclie?fii\rnnof aiveetoir crass? productwliemfcne rows? oiifcliE> matrix^ W are?

consideredt vectors-. <Dptiraall$;, tne? W matinees? cam be parmneteidzedi iixi terms? off

just nine real!parameters. Ih^eadiofifeweiyejgarametera^Qfitlie^metJliGdlatiQve; TUxe-

metoodi above wBilee not aptiinaii is- easy td> implement.,

Hhpe? reall andi imaginary elements? off the; W matrices? fore alll foun link directions;

fi, are separately, packed!into fewma^bife (Dray, words:.
addirHfU:

1 Bin:
I

1

I

J
)
I

j
1

48- 351. 24i Qj

Inr4,

48- 32:' 241

wliere- Ele^ and! Jm^, represent bE& reali andl imagiharjf," pacts? offtilie: t f e W matrix:

element im tHe: fu directicmi

Siinie1 eadii packedl nnmben rj] is fclte reail ore iinagjiiaiw-v' pact off am SGP((33))

Lt is: bouudfedl by tite1 range? —E < 77/ < 11. Sime? ttie1 numbers? Have limited!

stcomg; tnemi ihi ai generall flhatingpuiht fT.iwiiH.h- ma$ b e wastsfull if! ffifi? flbatdrqg-

pjoint fercmat ia?capai^Qfi"representiiigainrucdiiwider-d^namiirEatigetjhaiii [[—D,.B]1.

Instead;. tliffnumtseasare-atQiBdlas^sGaledlinte^irvaliiesi. Nbtdce?tiliat 01 < »7>-tf-IL <i 2

so > OTTIV vaiiies? im fcHik range3 need! be? represented! Hoe; ffliating^pisint vaiues? rj] cam

tliem be> represented! b y ffi-tidt integers; by- fclte mapping; [̂ -H,.H]j H+ [pVS f̂i TUfe

mapping; iŝ  realized! by> conwenting: 77/ x< 2?^ bW tine nearest ihtegeir andl feliem adding;

THie precision, o£ scaled! integer packing wiibiii blie last now. dropped! Has? beeni

k^d; by comparing; element-by-element m packedi andi tiieni subsequently un:-

packed configuratiDni o£ su 33^' lattice at j3i = (LS against tiie original! fiilll precision!

configuration^. Hhs- magnitude o£ feh.fr elements- peaks snarply near one as is ex:-

pectedi for? weak: coupling: THe absolute error im all! numbers was^less ttnam IQr3;
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a;value?QfTliSxilOT53.HkemosfeBXQtiHbfeEeiktiweeETQEiH-atiQutiSjX liQr4s

witlii am cms value oft . ISP. TJ&e? relative- errou dist/rdbutabii! iŝ  skewed! b y ai relatively

few hue large: relative errors tha t GCGUE fort verrp amalll ftbatihgrEAoint! values ttfiafc

liagrseni tQ> fe itu t&e1 tliiiidi (î droppBdl)) raw.,

TBBE parametCT: <ikt£>> iin tiiefilfe narnE aferaiGtzuresi tatralkfeedl above is1, aasijgpjedl

to> eaciii set QfFgauge- cDnfiguratibnss &JX aigjwem latfeice: aize? andi @i. Hhe value • offfe&iffi

pararaeter {brr SODK off fclie? TTT"T'ff' Eeceat? l'atti cea; ace:

1 p

! 6iQi

j 6id)

j a r
j £7T

j £7T

i 32?x<4»

i 2&Px<4Q)

\ I6?)X(4a)

j ]J6?3x<32]

1 ra^x<2m

! canffgE

1

8P

ISO

! im
55

IB

<lates>

Bffittc64i

i

lBtt)

160)

z57T

vffif?

! desraijjtibni \

uirdeEway; naw;. ' a r sett are fikedl im
coulbralbgau^i.

fikedl toilandaui gauge

fikedi to >ltmdaui gauge>

nott gauge fikedl

| comffinEdiwifcHiaiiDyetcBgifeBljffiaairi^^

natt gauge &^A |

rfr GQnSguratdbii! isB stored! iiu ax separa te filfe •wiilii feiie? j3aEame£eir < s

LifiyiTTgy t a i c ffl'>nfnwiiiMijinni Bxi mos t r <s>*-sfffK ttniHi p a r a m e t s E is? tinry

numbec ofBIbntfe (jTarlb) sweeps tiRrou^ii blie lat t iks fer tttiE1 samglkdl ccarfigiratibm

diViiiedl By ane1 fehousandi.

-&S5 am exanrgle off t i iese namiiig; GQnyentdbnff,, biie; filt ccmtaming; ti&e- coiifigaiiav

tibit iin lkndaui gauge ^ n e i a t e d l after Ŝ QDD) Mbutte GTarib) sweeps? GBQ bite' 2fc3! x<̂  4fl)

a t $ = Q1Q) andi storedl im "uaP &ranab wQuIHi be1 naxnedl ualK0iiQ&.
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T3ie> nuratieir off gauge? degrees? a£ fceedbmi osm eweoi as lkfifciee1 off modestx size? m

ielk large;. Efoirexanrglk;. om ai WiP lattice/ tftime are1 aggE0Jsiiaiate% Slffi xc

; cm fceedbmi. TSî  evsduate am (ss-gecfetacmi value off s a m e

o n e miisfe iiitegiate oven fdrese1 dfegtses off ficeedbmi. Ifc w aliwi

fen 31 camguteir tQ> alii (r&eae integrals-: By diiscti metiHco'dkii. EQEfcxuiatefl??;, tihiss is^ nofe

y:. The' needed! iixtegpalk- Gaib l ie apgraxiiaatedi to ai giwexu greniaibtti by

darlb metliada:.

tatiGiiiva^

1 mulM.gfe integmls- cam lie a^gnoxiiiiatedl By ai sunn ower

e? ai GDnfiguratiQiii is; definedl a s ay GGdlectdiain off valbfias gmkedlfian alll offeiie? gauge"

degoees cjfi feedbnn. H&e1 gisiialjiliiiy- off ai gweni aonfiginatioiii Sf/ agjjeaEiiig; vox

set o f cQnfignrafcibmH- {Mi}\ fcliatt iis aweEHgedlowerriai now/ gHspontiibnall to)

P(W)< TMi — i

fciie appropriate weigtubingfactor irLblie suiiu toiiat GOEresponds toifcl

Bblfczmamii weigltting fectsrr iin bite ordginali integnail Itu blie process^ off iinpGirtj

is?;



sampling one attempts; to> pick ai set G£ statistically/ independent configurations;

wifclh t3ie? appropriate weijghfc fromi the uniVerse ofi all! passiole3 configurations!.

Tfay metnadl used! to* generate tHese configurations; is; the? Kennedy FendletHni

algorifcnnr505 a computationalLy more? efficient versioni off tHe (Sreute Keatt. Eattlii

mstliadF11. Bn t&ese; nmtliGdki SIFtsX)) niata3?Ges> W are genfiratedl wdiblii gmbabiliiby; *5

prapocfcionall to f.

;

EMlbwihg CTabMtQ) andl SCariiaata?22,, tiliescr pHeudbi!aa.dbiu% generated!

matiiGes; are? used! ta:> update? ai SIT((3))) gauge? matrik: W QUI SCSIHB' link: TfJiree1 sucHi

2 x 2' £Cr('2.); matrices; are? geneuatedl foe ai linU, andl are' tikem promoted! to) 3$ x< 35

matrices; iiu ai wa^ fe&afe eacHi willl tdJeEmaligay one off taiisee; SW{$!j) auia^oups? off

tfte; SW^Wj) lirdc matrik -ndteni. muMpliedi iirfciGB tliee link matrik;. H* Wu,, F2,, and! W

teB.e tlirae' S&~((2)) mataices5 ifiem tfte1 new link matEiJE iss gpsem by::

Q) \ « 0) 1
Q) 31 Q)

TTT. ane= SfGnte5 (HanlQi "sweep]' Q£ fclte' Iktttae^ ail] linfe •uariffiblies-; ace3 updatedl by ttnis?

i generaticar. is? stanfeedl witllii alll lirdk matriiiesi set; equall to t t e idfem-

tity: Tlie? latbice? mast tlienj be> allowed! to> ceaclii tift»HiiiiH.11 equiliBriunii by fJnir;^;

se^^erall fcJiousandl sweeps Mfeen attaihihg tifrgTirnTril equilitiidiinii,. nepEesentatdiwe com-

fignrationa; are1 selectsdl fear tite1 set o£ GonfigucatdGnss ta) awenaged! owen- by

cally saving; blie1 configuratiDni generatedl after some- large- numbeir off sweeps^

number of sweeps between! samples- must be> large enouglii to reduce statistiGall

correlations among; sampled; Gonfigurationsi
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EL4:., Quark

Quark propagator files? cam also> tie- eitineir tiine^sliiie1 car n^penplkiffi1 ordered!.

ordening; is preferred! fbE lbng: terms, storages since? most gn^siieai analysis;

ik dbn& wiMii fclie1 tdine craQEdihatesj as tike1 vadkBles wJiilfe pmpagatorss maj; Be ihi

wiiilfe being gEneratedl.

aizgle: dktai araay caiderdhg; &E dkfcai auclii aa; qjiaslk gnspagators?

Q^'(;ar): tiiat canies; tfie feur iiidiJEeâ  /i!,,ai tlli& desfeiiiatibni apiin and! GolbE andl u<,M>

tdie? sanrce1 spin arrdi cuibn iitdihes andl wBiidii degfinds om agHGe-tiirie' praiirfe 02 ik:

i datai format
i datai fiifi; name1

| ncoie afcamikrdl

| dfesGiigtiibiii

TiiiiE^sli'GffQrdeEeBdi. M^lttihtODtili^affigackedlflbatqng^
j grnirtt fiimafe. Datai. valUes foit- ttHe> dfestihBiJbm spihi //'.
1 aEegacKedlihtcDtiiiEHeGIfeLywQrdk.

H^jeiBiknecEcdbisBdi. EacKiiigsaniff aEffialinvffi.

!

HHe? storage* metiiGdi usedl callbdl eijg&fc iirfeo) tncees ipnr&iTrgr takes eij^ift

ffoating-pQinfc datai values ((car four GomplfesE values)) amdl atocess tJuemi iin ai 2Ml-ttrtx

ffbatingr^oint: representatiiam:

Bexjrg-, Bexps;

tiaj 305 4!i

6
i

; mant'n
i

B

i

4U) az

Ulcilltb) f

iffi Hi

mantaj

>

f

Si UJ

man,.

63i TBT

B : mantg
i

!
s
i i

\B

i
i

m a n t . mantfe,

32J IB)

WBere tile packedi aumiiers I and! 2 are tdie3 reall artdl imaginary values- &n apihi

Goniponentr/i =•- H aadiso on:lipit

tite Gonxplex: value a t fjj = 4k
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i t packed). flbatiiigrpQiiit number consist o£" am eig}ifc-bifc Biased! exponent stored]

afcixlktiww.QEdiadHfcesB;Q)aiBii<&e;maii&

atoredi iin one oft tilfc next fewQ> words.. THe; n?Kl ftbatangrpoiht value1 i'a< ©mem bjr

Xn = (—I)?"1 x< mantm x< 2?exH*'T-ttaai.. TUe exponent Maa^ iff I 2 S ((dkGimall)\. THe*

liaa;tfie&mm.lififiMfifiBfi&'6fiBfi&((Bana^

he' radix, goiiifci pEecedes; fcite- imaati aij^iifiGanti bite wMelii ia aliwaja? I fen H

) amntiersi, TDie1 C i a f flhatirtg-gQiirti mantiHaa ia> EQundedl to) tille> aeaiieafc

-waiue fee&Ee tiding; teuncatedi. Elhatihg-gQiirt zesio) i s negcesentedl b y alll

3B ZHECU. THe' Eepi!eseiitla;bJfe> magnitudes a r e aggnQxanatelsj" wiidiim tfie* nange'

arni SEIl.Trx:llff?al QweifibviEqgnmgiiMdewaiieRtamimatedlto>tilielargest

magmiaidfe wliilfe undeufflswiiig magnitudes become; zswu.

•waluess netsaim. about 4L5> gig

&fi" fiiiiiuab feir quarik grogHgatoir fflfe names? i s

fefee parameteir <jGoirfi^>- ias tine bw,o> diaraEferr cmnfigpiatdiam name: tiVrait

tdie <Gonfig> garameteir im tdie fife TTtnTp̂  off tine GQEcesgioiiding bacl^aaundl

teir stadiig Eegueaemtairg tilte; tiugging constant HH Q£ tflte qjiarlt., TBje3 leadrag rtkn

poirtt is? drcipgedl.

TDie; garameterr <%pe>> indiizates tifiee tij;Bee off gcopagatoE. THtiiy, gaEameteii im-

dtGaftess wnefcHeE t&s; quaclk gDagagaftsir is; am ondinai^" gEGBgagataair w,iMi} liQjjg

constant tc: ftomi some' source1 a t fciie1 onigihi to) eveny otlieF spacet-tiiiiie' poiitt a;::



oxrillfe is art "exponentiated"1 propagator meaning tiiat ai quartlt propagator witli

Ixopping. constant K!! tiiat staitta. from tae- origin!, andl goes; t<a> some point om tiine^

slice it wliere filiere1 is am operator insertion! F m tHen1 continues; om as? ai propagator

witth Hoppingc conHtanix t£ fearn. t' ta> spacer-tiiiie' point, xi

m w

For ecponentiatedl gEopagatsQEs. bUe parameterr < t jpe> indiGates; tjHe- fi-oppihg,

constant td' of feiie quadk prrapagatQE &omi tne origini andi Idler tame-aliGe' î ' ofi tdie

apeEarfcorrinserttdbm IT. A1!!'1 exponentiated! propagators gsneEatedi to) tsne* pneaent tiine*

Haiwe- lieeni witlii IT = 75'.

Eorr /J* = 61Q) lkttdhes: bnê  exponentiiatiiQnsi nawe beem GartriEdl out at t" = drill, witlii

ai "strange^'" quark of tc = .152! and! "cBfurrr"' as- K = .UlSiorr .M5i EFfo) ejcpone

r̂ paĴ ŝ  ai standard! propagator and! degenerate1 exp0nentia,tir5ni ii* wit&i K" = KT.

{ <t5pe£s-

1 S^
j Yiax

na;

i oa;

: pa
! Eai

j vat

—

| .152?1

.USB?.'

.11138?

.135

.135
it

!
ft:

^ ;

—HE

+ 1 1

—II.

| +-1H

—im
+im
+im
—im

e^onentiaiiiBni

none?

strange;
strange
eiiaEtni

diaimi

charrni

cBfujmi

degenerate1

degenerate1
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For /i = 5.1 lattices; exponentiation! lias- beeni carried! out at t1' = i t l with'

n. = .160 as "strange1' andl /c = .Q94 as "charm'':

<type>
ga

ha

ia

ma:

na

; raj

m

: K!

j —

j ,160'

1 .160'

1 .QS41

| -09*fe

1 *'
I *

j i / ;

5 —

' • /

! +-7'
! -T

+7T

i - 7

I exponenidationi

• n o n e

stuange?

strange;

| Gharmi

charm
degenerate
degenerate

IL5. Prapagator ExtrapQlation

Quark; propagator calcula.tiQnsi bypicalty consume5 appnoxunateJly: 8QM oil the1

computar resources dewstedi te this: project.. Hhia? bemg: bhe case any speedup that

can: he1 achievedi cam hâ re? am enormous inrpact.

Propagators are iteratiivfeLy calkulated' by Gyacse matriixr inwersiiQni techniques..

The matris: to he inverted! Of"11 canibewritten'ihithe'ferniiQl?"11 =1—KJD) where1 His

the idieaitity matrixi /£ is; the hopping; constant andl UP is. a matriis: withi on^diagonaH

elements. As « becomes; smaller (iheavier quaT^ff)!tfieo^diagQnalle]fem.ents;beconie'

smaller; and! the elements near the? diagonal! become more important. The^ matraixr

inversion algorithms them cjylc?llv converge to> a soliitiom im a. fewer number of

iterations. Conversely,-, as the hopping; constant increases; towards; the criticall value

of K. at which the pseudoscalar quark: boundl state becomes massliess,. the number

of iterations required; for convergence rapidly increases.

Since the propagators for the heavier quarks are im celktive terras easieE to> calL

cuiate L.h.an propagators for h'ghter quarks, it would be advantageous fco; calculate

the heavier quark propagators first if one could! make-use of the propagator* for
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tiesvierr quarks? ta> decrease? tlie? effortt involved! iin calculating!: propagatora; fort- the?

ligixten quarks;. T2ie; siinplestt wayv tc» da> thiss issfarr ai giveni gauge? configuration! to

use? the* previously, generated! quark; pragagatarr thirti is? closestt iin Kv tt» t t e quankv

proB^gEtcnr too bee generated- ass tite? starting guesss inputt too tHê  mattixc iiryerAer..

It* iŝ  passible3 to > evens dii) tetterr thani ttiiss b->y t aMihgf aŝ  tlie? irritiall guesss forr the:

projiagator am extrapniationi tiasedl oni severall previauslyv' compiitedi propagatarsi

withidifferentr K< values:-

ThEeextraxioiatibnus;dhneeusiiigia' pca^aiinallirrtier^cdatihg^functibni. Gbnsiderr

at: n: differenti valties? off tlie? Happing: constant;.. Hie? guess fori t f e new*- propagaton

iss taken: ta> her
n>.

whichi i s tlie? Hagrange: iiitiea^jalatiiigj function1.. Ht iss the? uniqiiee (to — ll)*hH anieir

gal vnamiaii thatt takess as; itss value? Q('«;.)) att tt<=*ti,.

ipnasi

iallapproodhratimiiby.usirj^pijlwronrialssaffaalcnverrdBgiBe. Eagiangee

interpolation^, wirem conipaaKdi toj ttie? preraduss raetiioiti off usiirg tiie? propagator

closest i iin K< as? t f e starting gaiess; iss found! tto sagfrifrcantlyj' reduce; tHe; nuraDerr off

matrix: iiiverfrerr iterations; to;- achieve; ai gyeni convergence? criteribni evem thought itt

may, not: be^ t hee extrapolatibm rnethodl off choice;
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for: sparse? matrices:. THe? matrix^ to be? inverted! iss

heret I" is? t fe unite matrix^ andi

i s t i t e matiixc a£ t f e afl^diagpnail elenientsi. TMe sgihi andl ccdbn inriicesi a iE sug>-

l iin t i te ecgrassaianss abnve:. Taiai ig tliese; degsess off fceeslhiiii i h t o zEccoiintt

rikciE offdiinraisibiiss^i- 33- n^- nru x<4i- -33- n^ • n~ii. EonttaiHteixv mostt off

t i i e elements? a r e zenil!

TIig^iiei^pratile3mta)b^egs^vgriJisffiidi(^(ia^))gvaEsoi^

witecee

^ (<ffl633})

^

sources ffmntibm to be? ca('xii) j=UQ5 (fen, .0]; Vi{)S(tfih it)\.

TlierK are? seveiadl matrix: inyersibni a l^r i i r thns commanixv- usedl to solwer-

equatibnsi Tlie simgiestr butt fan fomioptimumimetliodiiE simjjlfe Jkcabii iteiiatibn::
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ll Ganstructt am initial! giess? fear the: solution:: 0o(tE2,>) f

2; Compute3 tHe? residue? vector::

r, -X2.; ff

31 Compute? at new guess; fon tlie solution::

wiiere a t ^ l l

4-. Hfejieato stegss twa) and! frikee; until! | h (̂(aiii) | j <.. e wHere? e iss some1 conyer-

tiie garametac a. cant lie: adjustedl toj a\ value1 tliatt sjaffidss ug

steps- T, andl 35 are carried! aut: togetneix. THe? elementss a£ <̂Vu are? updated! to> theivr

ne\v\^ues3<^.;44ias3tney,"liecoine;aYailkBifeandltilns;<^^

and endi valiiess avet usedi ta> calculate? tite? resiHiie? vectcar n^,. IB' tires elementss ace

caxfensii iin some? sequence^ andi updatedi iin ascendiiig mrfffr- ttiem steps? 22 and! 33

conilnnedl into one? sregi cam liee written::

Tffiis? comliinedi steps is; tliem Eepeatedl untill conyeEgence;.

Qire1 cftne? liesfe met&acfe is? fctie? donjugate? (Sadientt algoritiiim ^ :

1. Ganstractr am initiall guesss feir tlie? solution::

2i Initialize? auxiliary vectois^ no, and! pa:



41. CTalcrulate tlie ratico afr acaTan groductSi:

5; Update vectors^ <£> andi r?:

6. Calculate^3r

/2; — (fanfcii • H i , ^ , ) / ^ • -7%,))

7?.. ITEtdate: auxiliary

Si

criterion;.

Note; tliatt CTanjugate' (SsEdikntt requires? ttwo> mattix<: mulMglieffi gBir s±tej» and! tliatt

s ton^p ^ace? iss requiresii ten stcass tlie; bnree adHiMbnall vectois n,it andl j» wliere?

t ae otliear tewQ) metnodk; Dequibe one matiix: mulMB%- and! artdxtihiiHil stois^? fcrr

one vectorr n. Mscq. siiii^ gixigagatDrss are3 stored! att iiitermediate stepss iin tolte

calbulatibniwitnilihiiiediBreedsjbin((alkiutt4iSsigiife

initialiraE vwtor&jp andi r- accardiiig too stejp 2 afterr s a n e nuintterrafi'iteratibnsi

a£ tHe matrix: iiiyersiiani algiritirms; Gam tiKnefitt fcomi some fi'iimn oft irnv

fe. ^cal l l fcliatt the matrik: to) fte iiryentedi cam b e wrifatem im fclie fiormi

Qr11 = E—KW wiieEE' HI' cantainsj blie ofinliagpnall elements. TTHe sjjfiedl off Gonyere-

gence off fciie? iteratiye matrix: inverters- defends- oni fclte relative • iinrtortance1 ofi tHe-

afl>diagonall elements- compared! to.< bite diagpnall elements-. En generall felie more a<

matrix: resembles? ai diagpnall matrix: ttie; easierr itt wiill b e ten ihvertt.
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liL preconditioning one: selects? some1 matrix: i?" andl solves? tHe? matrix: equation!

ratiieir tnaniEqa. (fHL fiiSj)! tiiejori^hallmatiikcequatibm. Nateetfnatt any-'ofr tdieifceratdM

methods; above cam tie^ used! only now one? woEks? witii< tHe? matrix: iFCJjr"11 ^^^

original source vectoir ia: rsplacedi tiy- Ela: T&) BK; usefiill t?iie:- grecanditibneE SH

maiietne ofiEdiagpnail efanents^? o f t f e matrikc PQf11 amallfeE tliani blie1 oi&diagpnall

elemeaitss aEt fe origihali mavsrix: andl F must b e siinnfe enoug^ii t o compute;

Dii Ixvpecnlane EJT improvementf41 on& Gonsideis? t f e tiwoi mataibea;

44

;. neglecting; boundat^;' coiidiidons>, (ill4f iL)) is at loweo- triangailair matriJc: andi

(ill +- i£); is? am uppeir triang^ilaE- mateiK:

(UonsideE- biie matrix: gro duett ((Z/-friZ)((Z? -friS)i. Comparing feEei pEodiicfe to;

BEE. ((HE6SH)) one finds?

cnr^ —

so: tiiatr (iiHr-il)(ijF-f-S) i iff to >ordeE K- equall kn Qr11. HEe"matrix-: [f(II+- E)((H 4f iS)] f1! i*

tiien; to. oEdeE K equal! to • Qi tHe matrix: inverse1 fcliatt iŝ  souglit?. T!nea pEeconditoioneE

is: then taken to •• be
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K~ radieir fclianiofiQiiferr K: as? tli

matrix* are1.

Since \m& E-\rE andi E -H- iE ace feriangulac matrices; tfiein inverses- cam easily

lie computed! by hack: saLVesi. fin ganticuTaE;. tne; product 2? b > is- needed! wnene? v - is-

some vector?. Tflie? requibedi praductt will! lie1 calculated! im two*

THieaiifionii Eqi ((IE 77.2.)) tHe-first pEoduct becomes

41

w t e r ^ feiiere^ is? no;> aumi overr ar. Nbte3 bliat ((if -H- -/L)rL'«' att aomej sifee? K- iss scd

im tenna: a£ u ate titatt site; andl (iJJ -H- il)"13^' att tfie; nearestt nei^iftoir s i te K — ft.. Hn

hygeEglane'crrdeiiiiig.iffsiteiar isdiiili^pBiiplaTEEgjttienitineineaEesfct neigliBDCJirsitejar—£jj

isscanli3sgeii^knE;gr@IL, TTTPPgroducfe ((ZT-H-il))"%' iss tiliemfiamidlli^-titeagglikatdimiafi:

ECQ. (IE 71!^} tffieaciiiliXvgeEgraEneiini sequence; going im ascending order: in

4;

u?"([o:;)) = u('((ar)) -H- I K ^ ( ( 1 1 —r?WM)v'"((x: -frfu)) ((IE.77.9D))

y-^wsb. s i t e i iss caliiinatediffiomi({ir4fiL)r%'ate that site1 andl

the vaLiieof' [(IE+-E)((IT-}-&)]r^u• at ireigttBoring;site'a:-+-^ w-nere tshe?neigliBoirsite'

is located! on: Hy-peEplanep© 11. TJHH' calculation! ofBqi ((IE .77.9b)) iss dbne^ sequentially

by ayperpranes in> descending; orden;
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T3ie operations; described! above1 references vectQE values- at the- current site1 andi

ona tiie? neig&hnrihg; sites-. HFhwpeEpiknes; are processed! sequentialLv,. fcHe descriBedi

operations- cam lie done "im place*'". That is? fclie memory locations; t&atr initially

contained^ vectOE u willl be left containing [[i£^iI)(iZr-B-.ffi)]puu.

Since fclie lattice1 is finite tiiere1 is; a; finite rmmbec off li^BeEBlanesi. Wtieni

aperatiom im Eq* (iJETiS î is, done- am the- Q*hl nypeEglane- and! wEeiu t*nej o

im Eqv (tDE7r.2)i iis done am fene3 ((««, — IL)f'il n^penplkne.1 tjitee nequitedl values^ ficomi

nagfrfiormg; nwpeEplknes- willi not ass yefe Haye heeni computedl Hbweven, using;

u('2r—fjH) i instead! a£v'(ia:-—jp); im Eqj ((EE li. 8?)) om nyBeEplane^ zero) QE- using; v((m- -fr-/£)!

instead! of ?J"(X 4- /i;) in Eq; ((EE71!Wj am h^peiiplane' n?si — U EesuliB^ irn ai difference-

onlv' of' ordeE" «:**; Ulie; presence1 of: boundaries cam only' cnange? fene? efiibienGy.'

precamiiibibneE" not tlte aoltitibm o£ Eqj. (iEE 77. H) 1. QrdeEc K.*" diflferen;ce33 snouDii

litt/lfe1 differemie? since [((II 4r ̂ ((JT-H-iE)]]"11 equalk ^ an% ten ordeE-«,: an^wa^:.

HspeEplane BGT imprcwementi off btie? Jkcatiii algpritlinii iss gjiwem By, fcliff fidlkwihg,

sequence o£ operations:

H GTanstEuct am initia;l'i guess &E blie- solution:: <po -

2; domput& bne3 residue vector:

3i SCilfeipLv: tlie: residue-by

41. dompute at new guess for telie solution:;

a. Repeat steps^ two fctirough: four unfcili |rn(a;ii)| < e where e is some

terioni
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EE&l. MiilMJbasfciiig; Audi HygeEplaiie Qcdeinkg;

The: Glray, PQBIERiMS compiler aadl nunrtime libraries, hawer multitasking ca^

pabilities built into them.; QXL the (Cray multitasking; ia> implemented! as separate

program; "threads" that caniiami independently and! im parallel! on> separate proGes-

scas hut fciiat aiiare- tke same bank memQiy, image; SynidironizatiGni among tasks;

ia proviaedlby aemaglKJreSi

Tnere are two methods availkhlfe t o make use; afi muMbaaking. HHe fiiat Q£

these methadk- is; Gallsdl autotaakihg, ^utotaskihg; EequiEeff fete least amount of7

Uhe:FQBIUBi^NJGompilec lias^

sequence aEpiKpracessoit passes that automaticalTy anaLyzesauEGeGode'fon contrail

atcuctures; sucdii aŝ  lhops^ that cam be diwidedi up; and! computed! iiu paralML, The:

gaim as? measursdi bY-rediiGedi Glhck; time? to • calculate: ai prapHgatoir is; natheii" moxfesfe

tiie loop* levell i^mrin^,putentiallparalleii^tion! a t the1 lfepell <sEsuhprogpamsi. The3

creation and destruction of niHnw.smH.lli tasksj seems^ toj Greate: ai lanse^ amountt off

sy stem; Qyenheadi whichi decisases?

TfrfF seeondi methodl simpik' calledi muUataslMng; relies^ am the prGgsmmeir to?

explicitly paralleUze the code usuallv- a t the* levell off sniftjyrragpaTm blocks. This;

methadi has? the- advantage? that the? pEogrammEE" Gam bxiiliii parallelism1, into) fifrpp

programi froim the= beginnihg natheir tham letting the? computer: t ry to> fihdl hiddem

parallehsmi Wiihi carefiill deaigni the: overhead! associatedi withi the3 creation and!

destruction o£ threads cam be minimized!

The most straight forward! method! o£ nnutiiasking matrix: inverter codes- is-

to create as many threads as there are physinall processors or as close to this

number as allbwed; by availablb memory: Each ofF these threads then calculates
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tEe propagatac fifmrn. a> source- O£ ai giveni sgim andl colon combination1. TEe tasks

run; uutill alii possible aGucce apim »nrH OULQTZ GainBihations; are done;

Efcr large lattices or wEem ai memocy Hungry algoriMimi aueEi as, conjugate1 gmdi;-

ea t ik used! tEe- inetEadi abovemas-not be*practical!. HlypejEplane ordering,offers; am

alteasiate metitadl of rauttiiba3king: fefc matrix: iiwersibm. Tlieref ace nSi H^pei^ikiiesi

eack contaiiiiiig; n%nt eienieata. THc aearesfe rteigliboiST Q£ an^; aifee are1 lbcatedi am

adiacent Bgjjenplknes: TEe lattice cam be divided! into? sectdbna; eacli! containihgi, aru

equaH nurttbeir of adiacent ftjjpLeEglanesi

TEe matrik: muMpilGatioiii QUI eaciti lattice- seetdom is- done3 by. a< sepacate1 muitd-

tasking ttixead; WEenevejr possible, tlie1 tdireadfc pisceedi wiiih bUe1 calculktiba! ihi

paralleiL Eac& fclireadl must take care' to • aynetiranize1 writeeŝ  ife penforms^ tiw elemeafe

witMin bite two; fegerrplanes? adiaceirb to* neigltboEiirg; lattike1 Eegjonffi wiilt reads; G£

tHose elements; by fctie? neigfiiioriiig fciiEeadfe. TEe aeGesfraa /̂ s^ncSuanizatiibin cam

provided^ by ax GQlfection:' oflhcks amdl aenrapBuisss tEatc e a d t o f f f c tdirreadte

andi monitoE.

This- metEQdi o£partitioning tnee lattice: cam alao) be3 appliiall ta> ttie1 EUT ii

mentr step: even fcEouglii i t urvoives^ back^soiv;es- bEat must be= done' aequentialLy by,

Eyperplkne: im otdeix to> be- exact. Ebing tiie; backraofeess im paraifel] by sectioni willl

onfe* make? am order: KT dinerences? iin bEe? iinpriovement stepi. TIEe; algQEEtEmi will]

stilE cDnyerge to; feEe1 same: answerr:. Msweven,. itt iss possible: bEat bEe- total! mimberroff

iterationss cequiredi for ai p-rragmrm witEi tiEis; mniMrblineadl HUT iinpnovement nrigEt

increase somewEat Gompanedi to> bEe- number-off ifceracibnss required! fen ai progpann

using UM improvement done by aequentiall backrSoLves; SiicEi as dfeasase1 iiu bEe-

algorithm's efficiency is stiUl tolerable wEem balanced! against bEe large1 decrease- im

clock time required to finisE a 'alculatiom bEat comes about by multitasking.
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